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Executive Summary [RoC]

The brief of this design project was to develop a renewable energy-powered
device for use in Rwanda, a developing country in East Africa. In common
with the populations of other developing countries, the people of Rwanda
suffer from a chronic lack of clean, safe drinking water.
The STAARR water purification system utilises electro-chemical KDF filtering
and germicidal ultra-violet sterilisation techniques to remove harmful
bacteria, viruses and chemicals from water. A 12V DC pump pushes the
water through a KDF filter, removing heavy metals and chemicals, both of
which are hazardous to long-term health if consumed. The water then
passes through a chamber containing a germicidal UV lamp, which kills
bacteria and viruses, including diarrhoea, hepatitis A, and typhoid fever: the
three primary threats to Rwanda’s water supply.
The entire process is powered by solar energy, collected by a photovoltaic
panel. Rwanda is ideally suited to this form of renewable energy as a result
of its equatorial location and temperate climate. This causes the country to
receive high insolation levels at relatively low temperatures for 12 hours
each day throughout the year. The power from the solar panel is stored in a
battery, which can run the system for one hour from a typical day’s charge.
At its operating speed of three litres per minute, the system is capable of
producing 180 litres per day of clean, safe drinking water. According to the
World Health Organisation, a male performing manual labour in a warm
climate requires an average of 4.5 litres per day. At this rate, the STAARR
water purification system is capable of fulfilling the water requirements of
forty people.
The unit features a ‘Russian doll’ packing arrangement, in which the
purification systems are supplied packed within the water tank, thus
minimising the space required for storage and transport, as well as providing
protection in transit.
The system costs £344. Despite this high initial cost, the STAARR water
purification system can supply water to a large amount of people
substantially cheaper and faster than by supplying bottled water or by using
other purification methods. When purchased collectively, the unit costs only
£8.61 per person. As an alternative to imported bottled water, the system
could be used by Rwandan hotels and aid agencies, becoming a cheaper
method within four days of purchase.
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Nomenclature

C
f
I
It
P
Pt
R
t
V

Capacitance
Frequency
Current
Current-time
Power
Power-time
Resistance
Time
Potential difference
Insolation

Micro-farads (µF)
Hertz (Hz)
Amperes (A)
Ampere-hours (Ah)
Watts (W)
Watt-hours (Wh)
Ohms (Ω)
Seconds (s)
Volts (V)
Watts/metre2 (W/m2)
Watt-hours/kilogram
(Wh/kg)
Litres per minute (lpm)

Energy density
Flow rate

AC
AC
ADC
CAD
CMOS
DAC
DC
DNA
DRT
EEPROM
EPROM
GAC
I/O
KDF
LED
Li-Ion
MOSFET
Ni-Cad
Ni-MH
OTP
PCB
PIC
POR
PVC
PWM
RC
ROM
S&H
THMs
UV
UVC
WQA

Alternating current
Activated carbon
Analogue to digital converter
Computer aided design
Combined metal oxide semiconductors
Digital to analogue converter
Direct current
Diribonucleic acid
Device reset timer
Electrically erasable and programmable read-only
memory
Erasable and programmable read-only memory
Granulated active carbon
Input/Output
Kinetic degradation fluxion
Light-emitting diode
Lithium Ion
Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
Nicke Cadmium
Nickel Metal Hydride
One-time programmable
Printed circuit board
Programmable integrated circuit
Power-on reset
Polyvinylchloride
Pulse width modulation
Resistance-capacitance time constant
Read-only memory
Sample and hold
Trihalomethanes
Ultraviolet
Spectrum C ultraviolet
Water Quality Association
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Introduction

4.1

Design brief

You are to design a renewable energy powered device for domestic use in
developing countries, based in the first place on Rwanda as the key market.
The device must fit in with the “triple bottom line” of Sustainable
Development – namely it must include consideration of Society,
Environment and Economy.

4.2

Rwanda [RoC]

Figure 4.1 - Rwanda's location within Africa and the world

Figure 4.2 - Map of Rwanda1

Rwanda is located in east Africa, two degrees south of the equator. In the
western world, it is most commonly known for the genocide that took place
there in 1994 in which almost one million Tutsis and moderate Hutus were
killed. In the decade since, Rwanda has struggled to recover from the
devastating economic consequences of the genocide.
Rwanda is Africa’s most densely populated country, with 90% of Rwandans
employed in the agricultural sector, mostly producing tea and coffee. Much
of the population is impoverished (domestic estimates place 60% of the
population below the poverty line) and the country’s low GDP has led the
United Nations to classify Rwanda as a Highly Indebted Poor Country, with
an average life expectancy of just 46 years.

1

Source: CIA World Factbook
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Piped water is available within major cities, such as the capital, Kigali.
However, the safety of this water is questionable, with overseas visitors
advised by the Rwandan government to drink bottled water, rather than
from taps. For the local population, however, bottled water is simply not
affordable (the average income in Rwanda is just 60 US cents per day), and
is not necessarily available in rural areas.
According to the CIA World Factbook, the risk of infection with disease in
Rwanda is classed as “very high”, with bacterial diarrhoea, hepatitis A, and
typhoid fever listed as the three main waterborne threats to health. As
Rwanda’s population grows by 2.5% each year, demand for clean drinking
water continues to increase. According to FHI2, 42% of Rwandans have
inadequate access to clean water. Worldwide, 2.2 million people died as a
direct result of drinking unsafe water in 2000.
It is this fundamental human need for water that led to the development of
the STAARR water purification device. By providing a method of removing
harmful bacteria, viruses and chemicals, the system is capable of creating
potable water from water that has been drawn from rivers, lakes, taps or
rain water.

Figure 4.3 - STAARR water purification system

2

Food for the Hungry International:
http://www.fhi.net/countries/countries.php3?countryid=23
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4.3

Existing Sustainable Water Purification Methods [TM]
Table 4.1 - Treatment effectiveness table3

4.3.1 Solar Water Disinfection (SODIS)
SODIS is a very basic water purification process. All that is required is a
plastic bottle, filled with aerated (achieved by shaking the water in a bottle
with some air) water left on a black or reflective, metallic background.
Purifcation is achieved by a combination of Ultraviolet A light (320-400nm)
direct from the sun which forms highly reactive forms of oxygen from the air
dissolved in the water4, and heating. Purification from heating only occurs if
the water achieves a temperature over 65°C5, otherwise the process is
slower.
http://www.biosandfilter.org/biosandfilter/index.php/item/297
table - maybe use?

3
4
5

http://www.biosandfilter.org/biosandfilter/index.php/item/297
http://www.sodis.ch/Text2002/T-Howdoesitwork.htm
http://solarcooking.org/puddle.htm
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nice

Figure 4.4: SODIS sterilisation

Although extremely simple, SODIS has some major disadvantages. Firstly,
the water must be exposed for a minimum of 6 hours before it is safe.
Therefore the volumes that can be purified are relatively low without large
amounts of bottles, and it is difficult (especially in hot climates) to
guarantee the required conditions will always be adhered to by the
operator. It is difficult to be sure when the water is safe. Particles and dirt
in the water reduce its effectiveness (enabling only heating purification),
and ideally only clear water is used. Finally and most importantly, SODIS
only kills organic pathogens – it does not remove chemicals (for example
pesticides or heavy metals) that can cause long term illness, and therefore
it is hazardous when in use over a long period.
4.3.2 Pasteurisation (Boiling)
Pasteurisation works in a similar way to the thermal purification part of
SODIS. The water is heated to a suitable temperature (usually indicated by a
rolling boil, again a minimum of 65°C2), where biological pathogens are
killed by the heat. In the sustainable context of this project the heat would
be provided by a solar oven or electrical heating provided by a sustainable
power source.
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Figure 4.5: A solar oven

Like SODIS disinfection, no harmful chemicals are removed during
pasteurisation. It is also very inefficient – both from heat and water lost
from evaporation. And again, only small amounts of water can be purified in
this method without a large amount of devices for heating.
4.3.3 Solar Stills
Solar stills again operate by the direct heating of water using solar
insolation. Solar stills work by causing the evaporation of water onto a glass
surface where it condenses, leaving contaminants and pathogens behind. It
then runs down the surface into a separate trough for collection.

Figure 4.6: Solar still (Schematic and Product) [http://www.solaqua.com]

Solar stills remove both organic pathogens, and dangerous chemicals.
Unfortunately all chemicals, including beneficial ones (for example calcium
compounds, essential during infant growth for the development of bones
and teeth, or some vitamins), are removed, which makes it uncertain it can
be used over a long time period due to long term health effects – unless it is
supported by a diet rich in these compounds, which is not guaranteed in the
developing world.
Commercially available units also operate fairly slowly – for example the
unit above measures 0.9m² and produces just 4.8 litres a day of clean
water, yet costs over £300.
Page 12

4.3.4 Sand Filtration
Sand filters work by passing water through fine sand coated in various
biological organisms that break down any potential pathogens or harmful
material contained in water supply. It requires no external power source,
other than gravity to work. Generally sand filters are used in large scale,
municipal purification schemes with a depth of several metres. However,
they can be combined with an active layer (such as granulated active
carbon, discussed on page 24) which reduces the required depth and
therefore increases the flow rate, to form rapid sand filters.
A slow sand filter can achieve flow rates of just 0.1 to 0.2 cubic metres per
metre square area per hour, with a depth of several metres6. Rapid sand
filters achieve a maximum rate of 4-21m3/m2/hr.7

Figure 4.7: Rapid Sand Filter [http://www.swbic.org/education/env-engr/filtration/filtration.html]

The filter requires regular cleaning when it becomes clogged - usually by
backwashing which involves pumping clean water backwards through the
filter to remove contaminants. Some sort of pre-treatment is usually
required (such as injection of ‘flocculants’ that cause particles to clump
together so they can be more easily filtered), and this complicates the
process and requires regular careful maintenance. It would be impossible for
such a system to operate in a stand-alone capacity, and the low flow rate
would be a handicap for such a device.

6
7

http://www.watertechonline.com/article.asp?IndexID=5210904
http://www.biosandfilter.org/biosandfilter/index.php/item/316
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4.3.5 Reverse Osmosis
Reverse osmosis filtration involves forcing contaminated water through a
semi-permeable membrane. Reverse osmosis ‘is capable of rejecting
bacteria, salts, sugars, proteins, particles, dyes, and other constituents’8

Figure 4.8: Reverse Osmosis

Reverse osmosis has high costs and up to 75% of the input water can be lost
as waste. This was deemed far too much loss in a situation where every drop
can be precious in times of drought. It has relatively large power
consumption, as a large force is required to force the water through the
membrane. Again, all types of chemicals are removed rather than just those
that are harmful.

8

http://www.gewater.com/library/tp/833_What_Is.jsp
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5

UV Disinfection Module [TM]

5.1

Disinfection Unit – Design Concepts

Two concepts were considered seriously – chemical and ultraviolet
disinfection.
5.1.1 Chemical Disinfection
Chemical disinfection (most commonly through the addition of chlorine gas,
a chlorine compound, or ozone) has been the most common disinfection
technique of the 20th Century. Chlorine disinfection is commonly used in
water treatment plants to kill biological pathogens through a chemical
process known as oxidation. After disinfection, the chemical compounds
usually are not removed from the treated water. As a result, water
continues to be kept sterile up until the point of delivery and continuing
disinfection will occur. Unfortunately, this can also have some harmful
effects – chlorine can react with organic compounds in the water to form
potentially harmful levels of trihalomethanes (THMs) and haloacetic acids,
both of which are carcinogenic. These compounds would require removal
after treatment.
Chemical processes (the most common being chlorine disinfection) require
constant monitoring and maintenance – often this involves adding precise
quantities of chemical agents, and probably training for the workers. As
skilled operation would be difficult to guarantee in key areas of the
product’s market, this would significantly increase running costs. While it
was considered these would be manageable of a large scale, at a small local
scale it would be extremely impractical.
5.1.2 Ultraviolet Disinfection
Ultraviolet sterilisation is now an established technique and is used in
several water purification systems around the world, both on a large and
small scale. Germicidal light systems are used extensively in the food,
beverage, water treatment, and medical industries9. It is highly effective at
removing water-borne pathogens and is particularly efficient in terms of
space, time and energy required. Ultraviolet disinfection involves no
addition of chemicals, no handling of toxic material. It is an immediate
process, requires no holding tanks and has a low cost, both in terms of
initial capital cost and operation.
Germicidal ultraviolet lamps produce a high output of Ultraviolet light in the
short-wave section (UVC) of the spectrum. UVC light is defined as ultraviolet
light between 200 and 300nm, and this is commonly referred to as the
germicidal spectrum. Light within these wavelengths is highly effective at
breaking down organic material. In the case of contaminants found in the
water (viruses, bacteria, fungi), the UV light breaks down the chemical
9

http://www.light-sources.com/germicidal1.html
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bonds in organic DNA, which prevents reproduction. A pathogen that cannot
reproduce is considered dead, as small amounts of pathogens that cannot
multiply inside the human body are harmless10. Peak germicidal
performance is achieved at the wavelength of 265nm11, while the designed
output of the lamps is at 253.7nm. 253.7nm wavelength is about 80% as
effective as the optimum level. Generally the lamps will also produce other
spectrums of light, usually blue visible light.

Figure 5.1 - Wavelength emissions of Low and Medium pressure UV Lamps, and Germicidal
Effectiveness12

Ultraviolet light is only effective in disinfecting pathogens provided there is
‘line-of-sight’ between the UV source and the pathogen. Any particulates
that block the path of the ultraviolet light must be removed before
disinfection, so that they cannot obstruct the path.
Another common problem with UV purification systems (when operating in a
standalone capacity) is that the UV lamp requires frequent cleaning.
Chemicals, such as iron, manganese or limescale (calcium carbonate),
carried in the water can collect around the UV lamp during operation13, as
the heat produced during operation causes the precipitation of the
chemicals around the surface of the lamp. The design therefore includes
two components for purifying water. The filter system removes particulates
and obstructive chemicals that may collect around the lamp, while
ultraviolet exposure removes (through DNA inactivation) harmful biological
contaminants (Bacteria, viruses and fungi). Ideally, the filter system will
also remove chemicals that can collect around the UV

5.2

Design Development

The sterilisation unit is designed in the form of a sleeve, fitting around the
outside of an ultraviolet fluorescent lamp. The fluorescent tube is a 15W
10
11
12
13

http://www.wyckomaruv.com/PDFs/Ultraviolet%20Sterilization%20Technology.pdf, P2
http://www.americanairandwater.com/lamps.htm
http://www.americanairandwater.com/lamps.htm
http://www.wyckomaruv.com/PDFs/Ultraviolet%20Sterilization%20Technology.pdf, P4
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germicidal tube - the G15T8 made by General Electric. The 15W rated lamp
produces a rated 4.8W at 253.7nm wavelength after 100 hours use. As with
all fluorescent lamps, performance declines over its lifespan – the lamp is
guaranteed to operate up to 8000 hours, and at this point produces 80%
initial output (3.84W).
5.2.1 Lamp Selection
There are many portable ultraviolet sterilisation systems on the market that
operate on a standalone basis. The most modern systems (running at 15W)
are quoted by manufacturers as managing to effectively sterilise at 99.9%
effectiveness; it is impossible to guarantee a 100% sterilisation rate because
it is impossible to guarantee every organism receives the required UV dosage
between 32-47 litres/minute of operating time. Calculations showed the
G15T8 (15W) lamp gives factors of safety in the range of 3-8 for the most
common bacterial and virulent water-borne diseases. Despite using the most
conservative estimates at every stage due to safety implications, the
majority of the toughest pathogens still have factors of safety above unity
(see Appendix A).
Operation of the UV Lamp requires two further electrical components. A
ballast is a device to start and then limit current supplied to a fluorescent
tube. There are two main types of ballast: electronic and electromagnetic.
Electronic ballasts use electronic circuitry to provide the proper electrical
conditions to the lamp. They are smaller, lighter, more efficient, and are
designed to eliminate the stroboscopic (flickering) effect of operating at
50/60Hz AC, which can cause headaches and irritated eyes when observed
in domestic fluorescent lighting. Electromagnetic ballasts achieve the same
effect by use of electromagnetic induction. They are not quite as efficient
and do not remove flickering. However, they are significantly cheaper and
flickering at 50/60Hz is not a problem in this application, making them by
far the better option.
The second component is an electric starter. The starter is a simple electric
switch which closes the circuit once the ballast has reached the level
required to start the lamp. These are standard components and are very
cheap, usually costing less than £1.
5.2.2 Casing and Sealing
Initially the design was made to be sealed directly around the UV lamp, with
the plastic sheath containing the water flow (see Figure 5.2). However, due
to the large tolerances of the width of the GE lamps (±2mm) this was not
possible, as circular rubber seals cannot seal such a varying width. Instead,
the design has been modified to include a quartz tube (see Figure 5.3) down
the middle of the sheath. Fused-silicon quartz has a very good UVtransparency rate (approximately 90%) so the UV exposure to the water will
still be more than sufficient. The quartz tubing does have a relatively high
cost but unfortunately it is felt that this modification cannot be avoided due
to the difficulty in maintaining a watertight seal. It does have the additional
Page 17

benefit that it will allow far greater ease of replacement of the UV bulb.
Circular O-ring seals are to be used to prevent water escaping at the join of
the plastic and quartz tubing. These are low cost, and very space efficient.

Figure 5.2 - Internal casing without quartz tubing

Figure 5.3 – Internal casing with quartz tubing

5.2.3 Sleeve Material Selection
Plastic is the cheapest material available for the sleeve casing, but
unfortunately plastic degrades and weakens slowly over time exposed to UV
light. Even plastic used outdoors can be vulnerable, and due to the exposure
involved in this application this degradation would be significant. Plastic can
be UV stabilised using ultraviolet light absorber (UVA) and hindered amine
light stabilizers (HALS)14, which is a common and cheap process used in most
outdoor applications.

14

SpecialChem, http://www.specialchem4polymers.com/tc/UV-LightStabilizers/index.aspx?id=2260
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5.3

Detailed Design

5.3.1 Sleeve Dimensions and Sealing Details
The dimensions of the water sleeve were chosen according to a number of
factors. The most important was the width of the sleeve – in clean
freshwater UVC light has an effective penetration depth of approximately
10mm. Any deeper and the water will not receive sufficient exposure. If the
sleeve was to be any thicker, agitation equipment would be required to
ensure laminar flow did not occur which would allow potential pathogens to
receive an insufficient dose by constantly remaining in the most outer
regions of the sleeve. Due to the extra expense required in agitating the
water, keeping the sleeve to a maximum width of 10mm would be far
simpler.
The length of the sleeve was the maximum possible so that the water
received the highest exposure it was able to receive, while fitting in
between the lamp mounts. Because the water is not strongly pressurised, so
the plastic sleeve needs only to consist of a thin wall of 2mm plastic. The
inlet and outlet pipes have a ribbed ending that prevents the flexible piping
that connects to the sleeve working itself free.
UV stabilized polypropylene has been chosen as the material. It is UVtolerant, strong and cheap. It will be made in two parts that screw together
at the centre. This allows cleaning of the quartz tubing if required, and
improves the ease of assembly and manufacture.
The design for the two parts of the plastic sheath is shown on technical
drawings in Appendix C.

Figure 5.4 - Complete Assembly of UV Module
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5.3.2 Casing Seals
O-ring seals come in standard sizes, and require particular shaped grooves
to sit in. These are required to prevent the seal sliding out from its position.
The groove of the sealed part of the sleeve is designed to comply with
BS451815, which relates to the specification of metric sizes for o-ring seals
and their housings. The seal selected is a 0291-16 seal. (0291 refers to the
internal diameter, 29.1mm, and the 16 refers to its width – 1.6mm). The
internal diameter is smaller than the groove diameter (29.5mm), as the seal
must be stretched slightly to be fully effective. The gap to be sealed itself
to slightly smaller than the width of the seal (1.5mm) and the seal is
compressed slightly across its cross-section to hold its position.
The seals have been quoted for delivery from James Walker, a well known
UK manufacturer with a global reputation and ability to supply worldwide16.
James Walker have recommended using Nitrile rubber, and this has been
supported from an American O-ring distributor’s website, MarcoRubber17.
Nitrile rubber is the cheapest available material for rubber o-rings, yet is
more than capable of coping with the chemical requirements of sealing
water, and is commonly used in applications involving water systems.
5.3.3 Electrical Components and Power Factor Correction
An electromagnetic ballast which meets the power requirements for the
lamp was chosen according to recommendations18 from Advance
Transformers. Advance Transformers are a large reliable suppler, the largest
maker of electromagnetic and electronic ballasts in North America19. The
starter used is a standard FS2 unit, used in the starting of all 15W pre-heat
circuits.
The electromagnetic ballast is highly inductive, and creates a large lagging
power factor in the circuit. This can be compensated by the addition of a
capacitor across the circuit. Power calculations (Appendix B) show a
capacitor of 11µF should be applied across the input to the circuit (see
Figure 5.5), restoring the circuit to a unity power factor. Capacitors are very
cheap and this reduces the power requirement of the circuit from 25.35W to
21.01W, improving the efficiency of the device.

15

http://www.roymech.co.uk/Useful_Tables/Seals/O_Rings.html#1.6%20Dia%20O-Rings
http://www.jameswalker.biz/jwco/
17
http://www.marcorubber.com/materialguide.htm
18
http://www.advancetransformer.com/uploads/resources/Advance_Magnetic_Ballasts_Ger
micidal_UV_Lamp.pdf, P1
19
http://www.advancetransformer.com/
16
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Figure 5.5 - Pre-heat wiring circuit

5.3.4 Other Components
Commercial fluorescent lamp holders are easily available, for a very low
cost. They allow simple wiring of the lamp, and provide a solid base for the
lamp. The chosen holders are supplied by A.L.P. plastics and slot directly
into the lamp to allow easy assembly and replacement.
The quartz tubing inside the sleeve must be custom made. A quote has been
obtained from EnterpriseQ Ltd., a General Electric Quartz Authorised
Distributor and Fabricator.
5.3.5 Final List of Components and Appendix References
Table 5.1

Component

Model Name

Maker

Plastic Sheath (2 parts)
15W Germicidal Lamp

Custom made
G15T8

O-ring rubber seal

0291-16

In house
General
Electric
James Walker

Electromagnetic Ballast

LC1420CTP

Electric Starter

Product
Specification
Appendix C
Appendix D
Appendix E

FS-2 I24

Advance
Transformers
Leviton

Appendix G

11µF Capacitor

-

Vishay

Appendix H

Fluorescent Lamp
Holder
Quartz Tubing

661A-115

Triboro/ALP

Appendix I

Custom made

EnterpriseQ
Ltd.

Appendix J

5.4

Appendix F

Design For Manufacture

5.4.1 Sheath Manufacture
The sheath is a plastic fabrication with a quartz tube inside that will have to
be custom made. The shape of the plastic parts has complicated sections,
which makes it over-complicated for simple plastic injection moulding.
Although there are three openings, the shape is ideal for manufacture using
plastic blow moulding. This technique is used to make plastic bottles, and
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similar items20. A simple plastic preform has a mould closed around it. The
plastic preform is then heated, and is expanded using compressed air to fill
the mould around it. The plastic has been designed with filleting at all the
corners. This helps to reduce stress concentrations, and also improves the
ease of manufacture. Filleted corners are far easier than square corners to
produce when manufacturing using plastic moulding. The moulding shape
can be contracted out, which is far more economical in the small initial
production run (100-150 items), and each set of mouldings should cost in the
region of £3-4.
The blow moulding to make the general shape is followed by a simple
machining step to drill through the two remaining holes, and it may also be
required to complete the screw threads on the plastic. This step could be
completed in house just before final assembly. The machining would be
relatively cheap due to the small scale of the production and minimal
training required for the simple steps, especially as it could be completed
just before final assembly in Rwanda where labour is cheap.

Figure 5.6 - Plastic Blow Moulding

5.4.2 Assembly
Assembly should be a reasonably simple process, requiring little time. There
are few intricate tasks and it can be performed easily by hand. The starter
is made to fit in a socket, so some soldering may be required to wire this
into the circuit. The other electrical components are designed to be easily
wired together, and the plastic mounts vastly improve ease of connection to
the lamp.

20

http://www.chemsoc.org/chembytes/ezine/2002/birkett_jul02.htm
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5.5

Commercial Considerations

5.5.1 Component Pricing
Table 5.2

Component
Germicidal Lamp
Electromagnetic Ballast
Electrical Starter
11µF Capacitor
Fluorescent Lamp Mountings
Quartz Tubing
Plastic Sheath
Rubber Seal

Cost (in bought quantity)
£6.36 each (when 50+
ordered)21
£3.69 (individual)
£0.68 (individual)
£70.18 (tube of 750)
£0.29 (50+ ordered)22
£13.33
(100-150
piece
order)
£3-4 (moulding) + £1
(machining)
£35 (either 200 or 1000)23
Sub-Total

Cost (per item)
£6.36
£3.69
£0.68
£0.09
£0.58 (2 items)
£13.33
£5
£0.04
£29.77

The total cost of the module is relatively low. It is greatly increased by the
use of quartz tubing (This cost may be reduced significantly if a larger
production run is used), but all the other components are essential to the
functionality of the module.
5.5.2 Maintenance
The electrical components are designed to operate with high use and with a
long lifespan without replacement when used with conventional fluorescent
tubes. They can easily be replaced in case of failure. The exception is the
germicidal lamp, which like all bulbs will wear out and eventually require
replacement. This is rated up to a life of 8000 hours before replacement,
which at around 1 hour a day usage would ensure the bulb lasts for
approximately 21 and a half years.
As the electrical components may be started more often than intended
during their design over this average lifespan (running for only
approximately 1 hour per start), it is possible this lifespan may be reduced
by this intensive use. This is something that can only really be determined
by testing, however it may be that replacement may be required slightly
more often than anticipated. It is not expected to be significantly less, and
it is not anticipated this will be a cause for concern due to the long life of
the parts.

21
22
23

http://www.bulbs.com/products/product_detail.asp?page=products&inventory=11665
http://www.surplussales.com/Electrical/FluorLampholders-8.html
Refer to Appendix 2.8 for details.
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6

Filtration Unit [AG]

6.1

Introduction

To ensure the purifier removes all harmful contaminants, a filter is needed
to complement the germicidal UV light. As stated in chapter 5, the UV light
removes bacteria from the water supply. However to ensure the water is
suitable for human consumption, Chlorine, Hydrogen Sulphide and heavy
metals need to be eliminated. Lime scale also needs to be removed to allow
the UV light to work at maximum efficiency.
Two different types of filtration media were considered, Activated Carbon
(AC) and Kinetic Degradation Fluxion (KDF).
6.1.1 AC Filtration Media
Carbon is a common element that can be extracted from numerous sources,
including coal, wood and peanut shells. Carbon is activated by passing an
oxidising gas through it, normally steam. This creates pores which absorbs
certain contaminants in the water (see figure 1). AC is very effective at
removing organic compounds and Chlorine because they are attracted to the
AC which then absorbs them. However AC does not remove microbes,
sodium, nitrates, fluoride, lime scale and some heavy metals24.

Figure 6.1: An AC Carbon Matrix25

AC is used to create two different types of media, granular activated carbon
(GAC) and carbon block. GAC is the most common and is mainly used in
small scale pour through filters (e.g. a Brita Water filters) to improve the
taste of water, but can be used for larger applications. For a GAC filter to
work effectively, the granules have to be tightly packed into the filter
casing. If they are not packed tightly enough then the water will create
channels through the filter. This will result is a percentage of water passing
through the filter untreated.
24
25

http://www.ext.nodak.edu/extpubs/h2oqual/watsys/ae1029w.htm
http://www.ext.nodak.edu/extpubs/h2oqual/watsys/ae1029w.htm
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Carbon Block filters are made by compressing AC powder to create solid
blocks. These are more efficient than GAC filters but are also more
expensive. This eliminates “channelling” in the media but means the
contaminated water has to be forced through them. This requires a
powerful pump which is more expensive and would require more power.
This makes carbon block filters unsuitable for use in the STAARR water
filtration unit.
AC filters have a limited working life, around 6 months26 depending on the
size of the filter, because they absorb contaminants. If this is exceeded, the
filter will “dump” contaminants into filtered water. This is undetectable to
the human eye or taste and as such can be very harmful to a person’s
health. This is because AC filters can only absorb a finite amount of
contaminants.
AC filters encourage the growth of bacteria, because some contaminants
absorbed by AC are a food source for many bacteria. Whilst the UV light
removes all types of bacteria, using an AC filter will require either a slower
flow rate, or a more powerful UV light to ensure all pathogenic bacteria is
eliminated.
6.1.2 KDF Filtration Media
KDF 55 filtration media are high purity Copper-Zinc granules that utilises an
electro-chemical reaction to remove 99% of Chlorine, 98% of iron and heavy
metals and 99% of lime scale27. Unlike AC filters KDF does not absorb
contaminants, it either changes their chemical composition to harmless
compounds, or they attach themselves to the surface of the KDF granules
(see figure 2). Once the contaminants are attached to the granules they can
be “backwashed” off with clean water at a high flow rate. This process has
to be performed twice a week, or after 650 litres, otherwise contaminated
water will pass through the filter untreated.
KDF conforms to ANSI/NSF Water Quality Association (WQA) standards 42
and the USEPA for levels of zinc and copper. This is a recognised standard in
the US which stipulates the maximum levels of contaminants that are
allowed in drinking water.
Unlike some other filtration technologies, KDF media does not remove any
useful contaminants from the water. Fluoride and Calcium strengthen bone
and teeth. In Rwanda 41% of the population in undernourished28 as such it is
important to keep mineral levels high

26
27
28

http://doultonusa.com/HTML%20pages/activated_carbon_water_filtration.htm
http://www.kdfft.com/success_chlorine.htm
http://www.fao.org/es/ess/mdg_kit/pdf/Rwanda_e.pdf
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Figure 6.2: KDF Media Reactions29

6.2

Design Developments

For a flow rate of 3 litres per minute 0.864kg of KDF 55 (see Appendix K)
will be needed to ensure the filter complies with NSF standard 42, class I for
chlorine reduction30. This will require the filter casing to have a volume of
690 ml. A Derwent Water Treatment GAC-10 Shell was chosen to contain the
KDF media. It has the required capacity of 690ml. The water flows down the
tube longitudinally and it has a 10 micron post filter to eliminate any
suspended particles in the water. This reduces the turbidity of the water
and eliminates bacteria and other contaminants that are larger than 10
microns. This conforms to NSF standard 42, class III for particulate
reduction31. The casing is 180 mm long and has a diameter of 70 mm. It is
connected to the system with barbed plugs and cables ties, as this allows
the filter to be easily removed when the KDF media requires replacement.
The KDF filter is held in place using pipe clips bolted into base of the central
unit. This keeps the filter secure whilst it is being transported but enables
the filter to be removed with ease. This makes changing the filter a task
that can be completed by an ordinary Rwandan.

6.3

Design for Manufacture

To ensure the filtration unit could be assembled and maintained easily,
reinforced PVC hose was chosen. This is a flexible and can bend around
corners. This also neglects the need for interconnections that a plastic pipe
would require. By using flexible hose and barbed connectors it allows
29
30
31

http://www.kdfft.com/HowItWorks.htm
http://www.purewater4u.com/freeinfo/water_industry_standards.shtml
http://www.purewater4u.com/freeinfo/water_industry_standards.shtml
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additional filter units to be added or taken out with ease. This allows the
modular design to be implemented.
Using modular design principles the KDF filter is to be considered as 1
module in the STAARR filtration unit. The Derwent Water Treatment shell is
a cylinder with a screw thread at one end and a 10 micron filter with an
outlet at the other. To create the KDF filter the shell will need to be
unscrewed and tightly packed with KDF 55, then sealed. To connect the
module to the filtration unit, the PVC pipe is pushed over the barbed fittings
at either end of the case and secured with a cable tie. To reduce the cost,
some filtration units can be sold without the KDF filter. To manufacture
these units the filter would be replaced with a longer section of PVC hose,
not only reducing material costs but also manufacturing costs.

6.4

Design for Sustainability

KDF 55 is a Copper-Zinc alloy and once it has reached the end of its useful
life (about 2 years) it can be removed from the filter casing and either sold
as scrap metal or recycled. The original filter casing can be refilled with
new KDF 55.

6.5

Discussion

KDF 55 was chosen as the filter media, because it will last 4 times longer
than GAC. Whilst GAC is cheaper (£0.70 for 0.454kg) it does not last as long,
KDF costs £2.30 for 0.454kg but last 4 times longer that GAC. As KDF is only
3.2 times more expensive it is more economical to use KDF. It is also
possible to recover some costs with KDF as it can be sold as scrap metal
when it needs to be replaced.
GAC does not eliminate lime scale which is essential for the UV light to work
effectively; also it does not eliminate sodium, nitrates, and fluoride. As the
filtration unit is going to be used in rural areas, where nitrate based
fertiliser will have leached into the water supply, AC filters are unsuitable.
As there is little independent research into the properties of KDF, the
information presented could exaggerate the qualities of KDF, as companies
want you to buy their product. As such the KDF filter would need to be
extensively tested to ensure enough media is contained to purify the water,
and how long the media last before there is a hazardous drop in
performance. Whilst there is a safety factor of 1.5 built into the filter (see
Appendix K), it is important to know precisely how the filter will perform in
any given conditions, especially those likely to be encountered in Rwanda.
Whilst the KDF filter removes the majority of harmful contaminants, it will
not improve the colour or taste of the water. This could be improved by
including a carbon block filter, used in conjunction with the KDF filter. Also
adding a filtration membrane rated at 5 microns would improve the NSF
standard 42 for particulate reduction from class III to class II. Adding in a 5
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micron filter would allow water from more sources to be processed by the
STAARR filtration unit and turned into clean drinking water; however this
will add £20 to the price of the unit. As the STAARR filtration unit is being
constructed using modular design principles it will be very easy to add an
extra filter in the casing. As with all the other components the micro filter
would be attached using the barbed fittings which would require very little
extra manufacturing time.
Manufacturing a custom filter case was considered. However buying a case
which is already on the market reduces the testing time required. Whilst it
is still important to find the limitations of the Derwent Water Treatment
case, it will have already been extensively tested by Derwent Water
Treatment and other companies.

6.6

Commercial Consideration

Table 6.1

Component
KDF 55 Filtration Media
Derwent GAC 10 Shell
PVC Hose
Clips for KDF filter
Interconnectors

Cost (in bulk)
£2.30 for 0.454 kg
£4.99 for 100
£10.80 for 30m (buying
12)
£2.81 (buying 24)
£181.50 for 100
Total
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Cost (per model)
£4.38
£4.99
£0.36
£5.62
£7.26
£22.61

7

Pump [AG]

7.1

Introduction

Both the UV light and KDF filter rely on contact time with the fluid to
eliminate the contaminants. In order to calculate the size or power of filter
required, the flow rate needs to be accurately controlled. In order to
control the flow rate at both high and low heads of water, and to backwash
the KDF filter, a pump is needed. A flow rate of 3 litres per minute (lpm)
was set, so a UV light could be selected and the size of the KDF filter could
be specified. However the pump had to be capable of running at 6 lpm so
the KDF filter could be backwashed.
The pump could either run off 12V DC or 110V at 60Hz AC, as these are the 2
power rings in the filtration unit.

7.2

Design Development

Finding a pump that could deliver the required flow rate and that cost under
£40 proved difficult. Both the Nikkiso Eiko MAGFLO Series 9000 CP 1032 and
the Johnson Marine CM 10 circulating pump33 were researched and fulfilled
the needs of STAARR water filtration system but cost over £100 each.
Eventually the Fiamma Aqua 8 Pro was selected (see figure 3). It costs
£52.20 with free delivery34 and gives a flow rate of 10 lpm. It is usually used
in motor homes to pump fresh water from a tank to the taps. It requires 12V
DC and 3.4 A when providing 10 lpm. The pump will be controlled using
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). For normal operating conditions (3 lpm) it
will require between 1 and 1.5 amps.

32

http://www.eikoamerica.com/products/9000.html
http://www.johnsonpump.com/JPMarine/default.htm?page=/JPMarine/water_circulation_systems.htm
34
http://www.riverswayleisure.com/erol.html
33
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Figure 7.1: Fiamma Aqua 8 Pump35

The Fiamma Aqua 8 has several key features that are beneficial; firstly it
can be run dry without damaging the pump. Although precautions have been
taken to ensure this won’t happen, if the bottom float switch in the top
tank (see page 41) or one of the valves were to fail, the pump would be in a
position where it is running dry.
The pump also contains an inbuilt filter that will remove any small debris
that is present in the water. This prevents any sand or grit damaging the
pump impeller. This filter can be removed, cleaned then replaced very
easily if it becomes blocked by debris.
As the pump is situated before the KDF filter and the UV light the water will
possibly be contaminated with scale. The pump is lime scale resistant so the
impeller will not wear out due to scale build up on the blades.
The pump is provided with barbed attachments like the other components,
this makes it easy to remove for maintenance and easy to attach during
manufacture.

7.3

Detailed Design

The pump is fitted with a base that is bolted into the casing. The base is 14
cm wide and 10 cm long with 4 holes for the bolts, one in each corner.

35

http://www.wildday.co.uk/ProductDetails.aspx?productID=1159
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Detailed calculations were carried out to determine the size and power of
pump required (see Appendix N). These show that the Fiamma Aqua 8 pump
is very capable of delivering the required flow rate.
The flow through the system is turbulent. This gives all the water molecules
the greatest contact time with the UV light and the KDF filter. If the flow
was laminar, there would only be one layer of molecules in contact with the
surface of the KDF media and the UV light and this would prevent a
percentage of the water being cleansed.

7.4

Commercial Considerations

The pump was selected primarily because it was the cheapest pump that
fulfilled the STAARR filtration units’ requirements. The pump retails at £55
but Riversway leisure will supply the pump with a 5% discount and free
delivery, however significant reduction can be found when buying in bulk
from manufacturers. At present the manufacturers have not given a price
for batches of 100, however a 50% reduction in the retail price is not
uncommon.
At present, the pump is roughly 20% of the total cost, as such any savings
that can be made in this area will not only make the final product cheaper
but much more marketable in Rwanda and other developing countries.
Table 7.1: Pump Component List

Component
Fiamma Aqua 8 Pro

Supplier
Rivers Way Leisure
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Cost (per unit)
£52.25

8

Power Supply [RoC]

8.1

Introduction

The STAARR water purification system requires power to operate the dual
sanitising methods of the ultra-violet lamp and pumping the water through a
fine filter. A key foundation of the design brief is that the device is to be
entirely powered by a renewable energy source. However, the system must
be capable of purifying water at any time of the day, not only when the
power source is available. Therefore, the system must be capable of storing
generated energy for later use.
The final power requirement of the system is that it must be capable of
supplying both low voltage DC for the water pump and mains voltage AC for
the germicidal lamp. To fulfil this requirement, the STARR water
purification system must incorporate power converters.

8.2

Power Generation

8.2.1 Power Generation Options
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Figure 8.1 - Monthly averaged insolation on a horizontal surface

The water purification system’s key market is to be Rwanda. Despite
Rwanda’s location only two degrees south of the equator, its high altitude
means that it has a temperate climate. During the two rainy seasons,
Rwanda is struck by lightning more often than any other place on Earth, but
unfortunately there is not the technology available to be able to safely
harness this enormous source of free energy. Rwanda has no coastline, so
tidal energy is unavailable and attempting to harness wave energy from
Lake Kivu, or any of Rwanda’s smaller lakes, would involve large-scale civil
engineering works, using often unreliable technology.
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The average wind speed in Rwanda is 2.8m/s at 50m above the surface of
the Earth36, less than half that of the UK. A typical wind turbine has a cut-in
speed of approximately 4m/s and doesn’t achieve rated output with wind
speeds of less than 12m/s. Rwandan wind speeds exceed 6m/s for only 1% of
the year, making wind power an unsuitable option for powering the system.
Additionally, even small-scale wind turbines are bulky and heavy. A key
feature of the STAARR water purification system is its ability to be
compacted and easily transported, which would be seriously restricted by
the addition of a wind turbine.
A priority for the STAARR water purification is that it is both portable and
affordable. Therefore, energy generation methods such as hydroelectric and
biomass are unfeasible due to the permanent civil engineering works that
would be required to establish the necessary infrastructure.
Rwanda’s equatorial location means that it receives a high amount of solar
radiation that suffers from very few seasonal variations. Rwanda’s location
also means that it receives approximately 12 hours of sunlight every day of
the year.
Figure 8.137 illustrates the high consistency and magnitude of Rwanda’s solar
resources when compared to the United Kingdom. The efficiency of
photovoltaic cells decreases as temperature increases, making Rwanda’s
high insolation in a temperate climate (an average air temperature of
20°C38) an ideal environment for the placement of solar panels.
8.2.2 Photovoltaics
Photovoltaic cells are essentially photo-sensitive diodes that generate
current when exposed to light. As with diodes, silicon is doped to create a
p-n junction, across which a potential difference is established between the
n-type silicon (in which some electrons are free to move) and the p-type
silicon (in which electron holes are free to move). As photons strike the
solar cell, electrons are excited to a higher energy state by the
photoelectric effect, creating electron-hole pairs, and diffuse to the p-n
junction. As the electrons return to their initial energy state, a current is
formed across the junction.
The current produced by a photovoltaic panel is proportional to the light
intensity striking the panel. The voltage is dictated by the band gap of the
material, so does not vary with light intensity; therefore, a solar panel can
be considered to be a current source.

36

Source: NASA Earth Science Enterprise Program – Monthly averaged wind speed at 50m
above the surface of the Earth.
37
Source: NASA Earth Science Enterprise Program – Monthly averaged insolation incident on
a horizontal surface, averaged over 10 years.
38
Source: NASA Earth Science Enterprise Program – Monthly averaged air temperature at
10m above the surface of the Earth
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The power source for the STAARR water purification system must fit with
the overall requirements of the system to be durable and compact for
transportation, as well as being as cheap as possible to purchase. The
system is designed to operate with a relatively low power requirement: 40W
will operate the pump and germicidal lamp at 3 litres per minute. Running
for only one hour per day, this can purify 180 litres per day. According to
the World Health Organisation, a person performing manual labour in high
temperatures requires approximately 4.5 litres of water per day (some of
which may be obtained from food consumption), reducing to less than 3
litres per day in more temperate and relaxed conditions. Even at the higher
rate, 40W operation for only one hour per day can provide enough drinking
water for forty people.
Rwanda’s geographical location ensures that it receives 12 hours of daylight
per day throughout the year. Requiring 40Wh per day, the solar panel on the
STAARR water purification system must produce an average of 3.3W during
the 12 hour day. Taking into account expected losses in the power storage
and conversion systems, a safer assumption is a requirement of 5W on
average.
According to the NASA Earth Science Enterprise Program, Rwanda receives
an average insolation of 390W/m2. Based on this, a one square metre solar
panel would require an efficiency of just 1% in order to supply the necessary
power. The cheapest type of solar panel, amorphous silicon, typically has an
efficiency greater than 6%, so the surface area of the solar panel need only
be at least one-sixth of a square metre.
Based on these requirements, the SolarMAX Solar Laptop Charger
Amorphous 13 Watt solar panel was selected. Under ‘standard’ (1000W/m2,
25°C) conditions, this panel has an output of 13W. Assuming an average air
temperature of no greater than 25°C (a reasonable assumption in Rwanda)
and an average insolation of 390 W/m2, the panel can be expected to
produce 5.07W. Over a 12 hour day, this equates to 60.8Wh.
The SolarMAX panel (see Figure 8.2) is manufactured in a briefcase-style
casing, folding in half for storage, and comes equipped with fittings and
cables to connect to various devices. It is optimised for many uses, including
the trickle-charging of a 12V battery.

Figure 8.2 - SolarMAX amorphous 13W solar panel
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8.3

Power Storage

The power supplied by the solar panel is clearly not enough to continuously
power the water purification system. Therefore, the STAARR water
purification system requires a battery to store the energy for later use. The
voltage-current curve for a solar panel within its normal operating voltage
range lies at a constant current for a given level of incident radiation, due
to its nature as a current source. A battery, which can be considered to be a
voltage source, has the opposite voltage-current curve, with a constant
voltage for a given level of charge. Figure 8.3 illustrates the relationship
between the current source and the voltage source and indicates the
possible operating points for a battery directly connected to a solar panel.
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Figure 8.3 - Voltage-current curve of solar panel at two insolation levels and 12V battery

The daily charge that a 12V battery could expect to receive from the
selected solar panel in Rwanda is:
Equation 8.1

It =

Pt 60.4
=
= 5.03 Ah
V
12

Since batteries rarely achieve their nominal capacity, a battery with a
capacity greater than the 5Ah calculated to be needed is required. A higher
battery capacity also allows a larger power source to be added to the
system if required. There are essentially four mainstream types of
rechargeable battery: nickel cadmium (NiCad), nickel metal hydride (NiMH), lithium ion (Li-Ion) and lead acid.
As well as being environmentally-friendly in terms of not producing any
pollutants through its use, the STAARR water purification system is also
designed to cause minimal environmental damage when it is eventually
decommissioned. NiCad and lead acid batteries contain hazardous materials
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which, combined with their low energy density, make them inappropriate
for use to power the system. The main advantage of Li-Ion batteries is their
high energy density (up to 200Wh/kg39) compared to other battery types.
However, Li-Ion batteries are notoriously volatile, sometimes exploding
when exposed to high temperatures or direct sunlight. Considering the
environments in which the STAARR water purification system is designed to
be used, the risk of batteries exploding is not an acceptable one to take.
The lifespan of Li-Ion batteries is also low compared to other battery types,
and the batteries are expensive to purchase.
Nickel metal hydride batteries have a much lower energy density than Li-Ion
(approximately 60Wh/kg40). However, they are also much cheaper to
purchase and have a longer lifespan. A Uniross 1.2V AA-size cell has a
nominal capacity of 2000mAh. When connected in series, ten AA cells would
create a 12V battery with a total nominal capacity of 20Ah, costing around
£15. Uniross recommend charging the battery with a current of 0.4A, which
is almost identical to the average current expected from the solar panel:
Equation 8.2

I=

P 5.07
=
= 0.42 A
V
12

Nickel metal hydride batteries have a typical coulometric charging
efficiency of 66%41, meaning that to fully charge a 20Ah battery, 30Ah must
be applied. Therefore, charging at 0.42A for 12 hours will leave the battery
with a charge of 3.33Ah. When connected to the 40W load, this charge will
deplete the 12V battery in one hour, which exactly meets the requirement
of the system. If the battery were to become fully charged, oxygen
recycling within the cell ensures that overcharging will not cause damage.

8.4

Power Conversion

The STAARR water purification system has two primary methods of
sanitisation. The water pump requires 12V direct current, which is varied
with pulse width modulation in order to control the speed of the pump; this
current can be fed directly from the 12V battery. However, the germicidal
lamp requires US-standard 115V/60Hz alternating current, so the battery
current must be inverted and transformed in order to supply this.
Due to the low currents involved, the inverter and transformer do not need
to be especially heavy duty. The Power Bright PB175 inverter/transformer
(Figure 8.4 and Appendix Q) receives 12V dc at up to 75W continuously (and
150W peak) and transforms it to 117V/60Hz ac, with an overall efficiency of
39

Source: Wikipedia contributors, 'Lithium ion battery', Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
6 March 2006, 16:50 UTC
40
Source: Wikipedia contributors, 'Nickel metal hydride battery', Wikipedia, The Free
Encyclopedia, 8 March 2006, 21:48 UTC
41
Source: How to charge Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries.
http://www.powerstream.com/NiMH.htm
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greater than 90%. The power requirement of the germicidal ultra-violet
lamp is 21W, so the selected inverter is more than capable of converting the
required power.
The PB175 is primarily designed for use in cars and caravans. As such, its
input connection is a 12V cigar lighter plug and it outputs to a three-pin
North American NEMA 5-15 socket. For the purposes of a prototype, the
STAARR water purification system makes use of a 12V cigar lighter
receptacle for its power input and a three-pin plug cable for the output
power. However, in mass production the inverter would be modified to
feature more versatile crocodile clip connections: Power Bright will perform
such modifications on orders of over 2000 units.

Figure 8.4 - PowerBright PB175 inverter/transformer

8.5

Circuit Connections

Figure 8.5 - Circuit diagram

Figure 8.5 illustrates how the power generation, storage and conversion
equipment connects to the sanitisation equipment. See page 29 for more
information about the water pump, and see page 17 for more information
about the germicidal lamp and the necessary power factor correction.
Figure 8.6 illustrates the flow of power through the system and the losses
involved. Clearly, the largest inefficiency is in the solar panel which
converts only about 6% of the incident radiation into electrical energy. A
third of the energy entering the battery is also lost to inefficiencies. The
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transformer is more than 90% efficient, losing less than 2W to copper and
iron losses.

Figure 8.6 - STAARR block diagram

8.6

Part Specification and Budget

See Appendix P for component data.
The following estimates for the cost of the power generation, storage and
conversion systems for the STAARR water purification system are based on a
small-scale production run of 100 units. At higher volume production, the
costs are expected to fall further, partly due to the ability to custom
manufacture the inverter to remove the need for the cigar lighter
receptacle and three-pin plug (which each cost approximately twenty-five
times more than a similar cable without a plug attached.
Table 8.1 - Costing

Per unit
cost
£
99.00
£
12.43
£
0.29
£
3.25
£
3.07
£
13.16
£
TOTAL 131.20

Component
SolarMAX Solar Laptop Charger Amorphous
13W
Uniross RB102222 AA 2000mAh NiMH
Batteries x10 (in series)
Cable: Battery to water pump (2-core mains
cable)
Cable: Battery to inverter (2-core cable with
cigar lighter receptacle - 'Adapt-It 4')
Cable: Inverter to UV lamp (3-core cable with
3-pin plug - '70401000183')
Power Bright PB175 Inverter
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Bulk per unit
cost
£
44.00
£
12.43
£
0.12
£
3.25
£
3.07
£
7.50
£
70.37

9

Sensory Detection and Monitoring [AC]

9.1

Requirements for Sensory Detection

In order to ensure that STAARR Is working to the best of its abilities, and
providing clean and safe drinking water, sensory detection needs to be used.
This will involve monitoring several areas of the machine to ensure it is
operating in a safe and controlled manor. Therefore sensors need to be
employed throughout the machine in order to enable malfunctions to be
recognised and corrected. STAARR must also be-able to display useful
operating information. For example flow rates must be kept below a
maximum to ensure that the water is totally sterilised, and charge levels on
the battery must be guaranteed to ensure that all the components of
STAARR are operating correctly. STAARR will therefore be monitored using a
series of analogue and digital sensors. The information these sensors collect
will then be relayed to a Micro Processor unit. This will send a command to
STAARR with instructions of procedures to carry out, for example informing
the user that the bulb needs replacing or that the top tank is empty. (For
more information on the microprocessor unit, refer to page Error!
Bookmark not defined.).
By employing sensors throughout the machine, STAARR becomes a user
friendly piece of machinery. It allows STAARR to run safely and reliably
without fear of a malfunction causing contamination to the sterilized water.
It also ensures that users are aware of any maintenance that must be done
during the course of its life time.

9.2

Monitoring Water Levels in the Tank

The water level within the tank must be monitored firstly to ensure that the
tank is not loosing water, and secondly to allow the user to see when the
tank is empty, or when the tank is full. This information will be displayed on
an LED panel on the exterior of the machine, to inform the user of the
appropriate action to take. In order to monitor water levels within the tank
several methods were discussed, varying from inexpensive water overflows
to expensive electrical moisture switches.
9.2.1 Water Overflow
The water overflow system would use a very simple method of monitoring
the water level. By using an overflow at the top of the tank it would be
possible to check when the tank was full. If the tank was overfilled the
water would escape through the overflow, and the user would be aware that
they must stop pouring. To ensure that the lower tap was not contaminated
by the overflow water it would have to escape through a hose that would be
placed at some distance from the tap. As shown below in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1

It was decided that this method, although being cheap, was not at all
suitable for the project. There were several reasons for this. Firstly the
limitations of this design are enormous, the only thing possible to monitor
would be whether the tank was full or not. It would not be possible to
monitor when the tank was empty and also would not be possible to monitor
for leaks. By having an overflow it would also provide a constant open
access for insects to get into the tank, which could cause blockages in the
overflow and within the filter system. Finally and most importantly there
was the factor of allowing water to spill. Families may walk many miles to
find water to put into the system, allowing water to leak purposefully would
be a waste.
9.2.2 Electrical Moisture switches
The second possibility was to use electrical moisture switches that when
damp would form a circuit and therefore switch from low to high. The
switch would simply consist of two terminals with a voltage difference of
12V across them. Each terminal would be on the water side of the tank and
would be placed close together. When water covers both terminals a circuit
would be formed and the message being relayed to the microprocessor
would show the switch going from low to high. This would in turn create an
output on the LED display to show that the tank was full or empty depending
on which switch had been triggered.
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Figure 9.2

Again it was decided that this was inappropriate for the design. The
switches were far too expensive, and they had many disadvantages. In
humid weather they have been known to form circuits, which in Rwanda,
the lightning capital of the world, could be a significant problem. Also the
delay between the sides of the tank drying out and the water level dropping
could be considerable. However it was able to monitor the top and bottom
water levels, which would allow the user to check for leaks and the water
levels within the tank. Nevertheless considering the price of the switches
and the possible errors that could incur, it was decided that other options
needed to be investigated.
9.2.3 Float Switches
The final design investigated was using float switches. Using exactly the
same principles as the previously suggested design, the float monitoring
system would employ two float switches that will switch from low (0V) to
high (12V) when the floats are raised. As soon as the water level begins to
drop the top float will drop and the output will switch from high (12V) to
low (0V) informing the microprocessor that the tank is no longer full. This in
turn will switch off the appropriate LED. A similar system will be used at the
bottom of the tank, however when the bottom float drops from high to low,
the microprocessor will activate an LED to inform the user that the tank is
empty.
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Figure 9.3

It was decided that the float switch system is the most appropriate design
for the application, with costs substantially less than the moisture switches
(the float switches (Float Sw Panel Ftg) cost £3.97 each when bought in bulk
and the moisture switches cost £5.23 when bought in bulk). This has much
more informative outputs due to the instantaneous reaction of the
mechanical switch when the water level drops. The case material is
polysulphone and nylon which complies to food and drink contact
regulations. It also means that the floats do not react to acid or alkaline
solutions.
In order to fit the float switches into the side of the tanks a 16.5mm hole
will need to be drilled into the side of the tank. However the fitting is very
simple as the float comes with a compression gland style fitting.

Figure 9.4
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9.3

Flow rate monitoring

In order to ensure that the water is properly sterilised using the UV light,
the flow rate of the water past the lamp has to be kept below a maximum
rating. This ensures that all the water has an adequate exposure time to the
special frequency UV lamp. To do this the flow rate must be monitored and
controlled appropriately using the microprocessor to slow or speed up the
pump as is suitable to maintain a constant flow rate through the water
purifier.
9.3.1 In-pipe flow rate monitoring
The first method investigated was in pipe flow rate monitoring, which
involved a flow rate monitor being placed in between two sections of the
piping in order to establish how much water would be flowing through the
system. There were two variations on these monitors, a mechanical monitor
which automatically displayed the flow rate along the side of the flow rate
monitor, and an electrical monitor, which either produced a digital display
of the flow rate or gave an analogue electronic output in reference to the
flow rate. However both were extremely expensive costing upwards of £60.
As STAARR has to be affordable they were an unrealistic option, and other
areas of flow rate monitoring had to be researched.

Figure 9.5

9.3.2 Float flow rate monitoring
After trying to find several other ways to monitor the flow rate, it was
eventually decided to avoid any in-pipe monitoring systems due to the costly
nature of the products required to get them to work. Therefore the only
other option was to monitor the water in the tank to assess the flow rate. It
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was soon realised that by monitoring the water in the top tank over a given
period of time it is possible to calculate the flow rate by comparing the
change in head height of the water to the change in time.
Flow rate = (Change in head height* area of the tank)/ Change in time.
Once it had been established that to find a flow rate, the system needed
monitoring for the change in head height, several methods had to be
considered for achieving this. It was concluded that it will be done using a
float system. The float will adjust a variable resistor as it drops. By relaying
the voltage over the variable resistor to the microprocessor the multiplexer
will calculate the change in resistance with time. By comparing the change
in resistance with the change in water level in the tank, it is able to
calculate the flow rate and adjust the power going to the pump accordingly.
However in order to allow the float to alter a variable resistor without
having the variable resistor within the tank several ideas had to be
investigated. The first was to have a magnet attached to the float, this
would raise or lower the connection to the variable resistor on the outside
of the tank as the float rose or fell. However a magnet with the required
properties could not be found, and even if a magnet was found it was feared
that it would require a substantial amount of testing to produce an
appropriate system that would provide the necessary safety factor.
A mechanical pulley system was then investigated, this involves the use of a
chord with one end attached to the float and the other attached to the
contact slide on the variable resistor. The chord passes over a pulley at the
top of the tank and, as the float drops, moves the slide on the variable
resistor, therefore changing the resistance in proportion to the change in
head height. It has been decided that this is the method that will be used on
STAARR, due to its ease of maintenance if a malfunction should occur, and
its low price. However there will still need to be a substantial amount of
testing to ensure it is reliable, and to calibrate the change in resistance
with respect to the head height of the water.
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Figure 9.6

The cost of this system is substantially less than all of the in pipe flow rate
monitors, and will be approximately £5.50 for all the components. The
pulley will be fixed using a polysulphone skewer attached to the tank using
moulded holes. The cord will be made out of nylon, to ensure that it passes
food safety guidelines.

9.4

UV light detection sensor

It is essential that the UV output from the lamp is monitored. The UV lamp
is fully responsible for killing any bacteria and viruses that may be in the
water. As the UV lamp reaches the end of its life span, its UV light output
becomes weaker. When it reaches this stage, it is imperative that it is being
monitored to see exactly when the bulb needs changing. If the bulb does not
get changed at the correct time the UV light output will deplete sufficiently
enough to allow contaminated water through the system as the water will
not have had adequate exposure to the UV light. Two methods of monitoring
were suggested.
9.4.1 Current Monitoring
The first method of monitoring was to monitor the current through the UV
lamp. As the bulb begins to reach the end of its life span the current
through the lamp increases. By monitoring the current it could have been
possible, through testing, to determine at which point the bulb needed
changing and how much current was going through the bulb. However many
of the formula sheets are vague on the current properties of the bulb and
several were declared as being inconsistent from bulb to bulb. This would
make it a very unreliable method of tracking the UV output of the lamps, as
each bulb may need a different set of current data.
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9.4.2 UV light monitoring
The second method was to monitor the UV light directly using a high
frequency UV specific LDR by using a UV sensitive LDR in a potentiometer
circuit. This method was accepted as the most fitting and was carried
forward. The LDR in the potentiometer circuit will change in resistance
depending on the UV light output of the lamp, with its resistance increasing
the greater the intensity of the light. Due to this change in resistance the
voltage over the LDR will decrease as the light intensity decreases. When
the voltage has dropped to a sufficient level the microprocessor will turn off
the system until the bulb has been replaced.

Figure 9.7

In order to fit the EPD-150-0 UV light sensor into the system a small hole of
4mm diameter will be drilled in the casing of the lamp cover. The UV light
sensor will be placed in it and it will be sealed around the edges with silicon
glue, as it is none reactive with the water and passes food standard agencies
requirements.

9.5

Battery Charge monitoring

The battery needs to be monitored for two reasons. Firstly to ensure that it
is charging, and secondly to ensure that it is charged sufficiently enough to
allow the machine to operate. However the monitoring of the battery is very
simple. It must stop the machine operating when the charge on the battery
drops below 10V. As the microprocessor is capable of taking the full voltage
of the battery it can have a voltage signal relayed directly from the
batteries positive terminal into microprocessor. When the battery voltage
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drops below 10V the system will be instructed to shut down whilst the
battery charges.

Figure 9.8

9.6

Full system diagram

A full system diagram for the sensory system can be seen in Figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9 - Sensory circuit diagram

9.7

Valves

It must be ensured that no contaminating water can pass through sterile
sections of the piping. This will mean implementing a system to stop water
flowing when STAARR has been turned off or shut down due to mechanical
malfunctions. We must also be able to pass water through the KDF filter
without passing it through the UV sterilisation unit and into the sterile pipes
at the base of the unit. This is to allow the cleaning of the filter without
contaminating the rest of the piping.
In order to undertake this task it has been decided that STAARR is to use
solenoid valves. Firstly it will use a two way valve after the top tank and
before the pump and KDF filter. This will remain closed until a current is
passed through it, therefore when the machine is off or there is an
electronic malfunction, no water will be allowed to flow. The final valve
will be a ‘T’ junction valve, which will be placed in between the KDF filter
and the UV sterilisation unit. This will allow cleaning water to pass through
the KDF filter and then into an overflow stopping any contaminated water
going to the UV light when it is not on. During normal operation the
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overflow will be closed and the water will be allowed to flow through the
UV sterilisation unit.

Top Tank

2 way Valve

If system switched off, valve turned
off to prevent contaminated water
Flow.

Dirty Water for sterilization
Sterilized Water For cleaning of filter

KDF filter

‘T’ Valve

UV-light

If clean water water flows to overflow
If dirty water, water continues to UV-light.

Overflow water

Figure 9.10 - Valves

9.8

Sensory Budget

A brief outline of the cost incurred for the production of the sensory system
is as follows. It will cost £17.73, and due to the low cost of labour in
Rwanda (refer to page 83) the cost of manufacture should be minimal.
Component
Float Switch*2 (CL25C Float Sw
Panel)
UV LDR (EPD-150-0)
Pulley (15mm isr)
Nylon Chord
Wire Wound Potentiometer (444804ZA)
220 Ohms Resistor*2
Silicon Glue
Nylon Float
Valves
Total

Price
£7.94
£5.32
£0.32
£0.18
£2.75
£0.72
£0.07
£0.43
£15.96
£33.69
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10

Control [SA]

10.1 Control Requirements
A microcontroller is required to ensure the system runs correctly. It will
ensure the water is safe to drink by monitoring the water flow rate,
ensuring it has spent enough time travelling through the KDF filter and the
UV light. It will also monitor the performance of the UV light to ensure that
the intensity is sufficient to kill the required level of bacteria.
The microcontroller will be responsible for controlling which cycle is
activated and controlling the whole system throughout that cycle. The
casing has a number of LEDs and buttons on the front. These are
accompanied by a small symbol, indicating the relevance of that LED or the
operation of that button. This ensures that a Rwandan with no knowledge of
the English language will be able to safely operate the system.
Figure 10.1 shows the symbol that indicates the system is fully charged and
ready to purify water. This symbol is accompanied by both an LED and a
button. The LED indicates when the system is ready and the button starts
the cycle once the top tank has been filled. The symbol in Figure 10.2 is also
accompanied by an LED and a button, the LED shows when a backwash cycle
is required and the button starts it.

Figure 10.1 - Ready to clean water
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Figure 10.2 - Backwash required

Due to a lack of knowledge of how Westernised parts of Rwanda are, it
cannot be assumed they have any knowledge of Western symbols. For this
reason the ‘low battery’ symbol is not a conventional battery, as seen in
Figure 10.3. It cannot be assumed a Rwandan will know this means ‘low
battery’. Figure 10.4 shows a more subjective symbol to suggest the system
is not getting enough sunlight and therefore the battery is low. This symbol
is to be accompanied by an LED, which will go out once the battery is
charged.

Figure 10.3 - Low battery

Figure 10.4 - Low battery

Figure 10.5 shows the symbol that indicates when the KDF filter needs
replacing. It is accompanied by an LED and a button. The final symbol shown
in Figure 10.6 is accompanied by an LED that illuminates when the UV
intensity drops beneath a pre-programmed threshold. The LED will go out
when the UV light is replaced.
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Figure 10.5 - Filter needs replacing

Figure 10.6 - UV light needs replacing

Figure 10.5 shows the symbol that indicates when the KDF filter needs
replacing. It is accompanied by an LED and a button. The final symbol shown
in Figure 10.6 is accompanied by an LED that illuminates when the UV
intensity drops beneath a pre-programmed threshold. The LED will go out
when the UV light is replaced.

Figure 10.7 - Multiplexer

10.1.1
Analogue and Digital Voltages
The sensors (flow sensors, buttons etc.) output analogue voltages, whereas
the PIC chip is a digital device, so an Analogue to Digital Converter is
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required before the PIC chip. Also the transducers (pump and valves etc.)
require an analogue voltage, probably at a higher power than the PIC chip
can output, so a Digital to Analogue Converter is required at the output of
the PIC chip.
10.1.1.1
Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC)
The ADC being used is the ADCS7478 from National Semiconductors. It is a
low power, monolithic CMOS 8-bit serial analogue to digital converter that
operates at clocking speeds of up to 20MHz42. These parameters make it
perfectly compatible with the PIC chip being used. The ADCS7478 has a very
small footprint having only 6pins, this gives the chip a very useful
characteristic; the reference voltage from which the ADC makes its
conversion, is derived from the supply voltage. This means the maximum
resolution possible is achieved.
10.1.1.2
Digital to Analogue Converter
The DAC used is the AD5300. To minimise the processing of the PIC chip all
the parameters needed to be kept the same as those of the ADC, meaning
any information taken in by the PIC chip can be processed and output in the
same form. So the AD5300 is an 8-bit serial digital to analogue converter
capable of clocking speeds of 30MHz43. The reference voltage is derived
from the power supply giving the widest dynamic output range. Its on-chip
precision output amplifier allows rail-to-rail output swing to be achieved. A
rapid slew rate is essential in this application due to the fact that it
multiplexes signals to different devices.
This means, in the worst case scenario, the signals could read as follows;
• St1 = 0V
• St2 = 12V
• St3 = 0V
• St4 = 12V
where S is the sampled voltage and tx is the time of that sample.
At an overall clocking frequency of 4MHz and a read/write cycle, for the
ADC and DAC respectively, of 12clock cycles. A maximum output frequency
of the DAC would be in the order of:
Equation 10.1

fout = 4x106 / 12 = 333 kHz
Considering the worst case scenario (a 12V swing) the frequency of the
swing is 167 kHz, time period = 6 µs. This chips slew rate is 1V/µs, so
theoretically this system could fail if the above signal was received.

42
43

ADCS7478 Data sheet (See appendices)
AD5300 Data sheet (See appendices)
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However, this does not mean another chip had to be found. If some thought
is put into the system itself, the smallest time constant within the system is
going to be of the order of milliseconds. With a sampling frequency of 4MHz,
8 devices being multiplexed and 12 bits for each voltage reading, each
device would be sampled every:
Equation 10.2

(4MHz / 8) / 12 = 41.67 kHz
1 / 41.67 kHz = 24 µs
If sampled at 2MHz, with 8 devices and 12 bits for each voltage reading,
each device would be sampled every:
Equation 10.3

(2MHz / 8) / 12 = 20.83 kHz
1 / 20.83 kHz = 48 µs << 1ms
This is roughly 20 times smaller than the smallest time constant in the
system, so this is easily fast enough to sample the system.
10.1.2
Sampling and Holding the Analogue Signal
A small problem arises at the output of the Digital to Analogue Converter.
There are 8 output transducers; the pump; 2 valves; 5 O/P LEDs. The DAC
only outputs one signal designed for one chip to receive at any one time. So
another multiplexer must be used to send the signal to the correct
transducer. As the same multiplexer is used for the inputs this will be very
easily implemented, however once the multiplexer moves onto the next
transducer, the first one will not have any signal being sent to it. This
means a sample and hold (S&H) system must be used. This takes the voltage
that is sent to the transducer and holds it until the signal is refreshed. Due
to the design being so cost sensitive, commercially available S&H circuits
are very expensive due to their performance specifications, in the range of
£15-£20 each44. The system does not require S&H frequencies in the MHz
due to the 12bit cycle for reading in the data, and 8 channels of data being
cycled through before returning to the first. The normal operating
frequency needed for the S&H system:
Equation 10.4

(2MHz / 8devices) / 12 bits per device = 20.83 kHz
This is a hold time of 42 µs and a sample time of 6 µs. For this reason it is
economically unviable to use one of the commercial systems. In the system
S&H will be integrated onto the PCB with the rest of the circuitry, this is at
44

http://rswww.com/cgi-bin/bv/rswww/subRangeAction.do?cacheID=ukie
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an additional cost of ₤1.85 for all 8 o/p sample and hold circuits. It consists
of an op-amp, a transistor, a capacitor and two resistors, arranged as in
Figure 8.

Figure 10.8 – Sample and hold circuit

When logic 0 is applied to VC (Control voltage) the output will follow the
input. When logic 1 is applied to the VC the output voltage is held by the
capacitor.
The circuit is an integrator with:
Equation 10.5

Vout(t) = - R2 / R2 * Vin (1-e-(t/RC))
RC (time constant) must be shorter than the sample period to ensure that:
Equation 10.6

Vout (t) = - R2 / R2 * Vin
When choosing values for R2 and C1:
Equation 10.7

R2C1 < 6 µs (48 µs / 8) (sample time of the sample and hold system)
By making R1 and R2 the same the gain of the sample and hold circuit is -1,
so the magnitude of the voltage seen by the transducer is equal to that at
the output of the DAC. The sign however is different, but this is taken care
of in the PIC chip. Simply changing one bit per 12bit output cycle will
change the polarity of the voltage output by the DAC.
During the hold cycle, the input to this circuit will be disconnected as the
multiplexer sends the output of the DAC to a different S&H circuit. This
theoretically means there is no need for the resistors; however it uses small
value resistors to ensure correct function during the change over period of
the multiplexer.
Due to the need for 8 separate S&H circuits the cost is greatly reduced if
each physical chip contains as many separate components as possible. Also
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as the frequency is only 20 kHz, high speed and high tolerance devices are
not needed and would only add to the cost unnecessarily.
10.1.2.1
Operational Amplifier
The op-amps used are LM124J Low power Quad Operational Amplifiers. Each
chip package has four op-amps within, so only two of these chip are
required for the S&H circuits for all 8 outputs. Unlike most op-amps this is
designed to work with lower input voltages that the conventional ±15 V. It
can easily be run from 0 V to 5 V or, as here, 0 V to 12 V.

Figure 10.9 - Op-amp

10.1.2.2
Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
The MOSFETs used are also bought on a package with four transistors on
each. They are the VQ1000J and are N-channel Enhancement Mode Metal
Oxide Semi-conductor Field Effect Transistors from Temic Siliconix. They
have a large Vgate tolerance, from 2.1 V up to 30 V45, making this chip fully
CMOS compatible and they do not require a buffer of any sort. It switches
quickly enough for its application, taking only 7 ns.

Figure 10.10 - MOSFET

10.2 Integration, Implementation and Budget
The architecture of the system can be summarised in the block diagram
(Figure 10.11)
45

VQ1000J Data sheet (See appendices)
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Figure 10.11 - Block diagram

The multiplexers and data latch circuit are both asynchronous as they reply
on the address signal to control the timings of their functions, whereas the
ADC and the DAC are synchronous as they reply on the clock generated by
the PIC chip for their timings.
The details of integration can be seen on the schematic diagrams in
Appendix U and Appendix V.
The overall budget for each circuit board, considering bulk buying of 100
units is shown in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1 - Cost per unit of electronic control system

Component

Cost £/package
(when buying 100
components)
0.73
1.70
2.10
0.72
0.15

ADCs7478 ADC
AD5300 DAC
DG508A_MIL Multiplexer
PIC12CE518 PIC controller
LM 124 J Op-Amps
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VQ1000J MOSFET
MRS 16 Resistor
C315 Capacitor
PCB Manufacture

0.048
0.041
0.10
3.42
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11

Programming [RyC]

11.1 Introduction
A program running on the PIC chip controls the behaviour of the system. It
waits for the user to press a button on the front panel, and then be
responsible for controlling the pump and valves. The program must be
capable of calculating the correct motor speed for both the standard
cleaning flow rate, and the backwash flow rate. The program must ensure
no errors occur, and immediately stop the cleaning procedure if such an
error occurs. The PIC chip used in the device runs code initially written in C.
A compiler is used that converts the C code into assembly language that can
be directly executed on the chip.

11.2 Program Development
A list of all applicable variables to the program was created. This included
all possible input and outputs to the controller. Where possible the type of
data from this input or output was noted. The number of possible inputs and
outputs is limited by the multiplexing circuitry, allowing a maximum of 8
inputs or outputs.
Table 11.1 - Inputs and outputs to program

Inputs
Start button
Stop button
Backwash button
Tank height sensor
UV sensor
Battery level
Panels closed
Tank bottom float

0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 - 5V
0 - 5V
0 - 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V

Outputs
Motor
Top valve
Backwash valve
LED - Backwash required
LED - System Ready
LED - UV failure
LED - Low battery
LED - Filter change

0 - 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V
0 / 5V

The next stage of program development was to make a flowchart of the
program. This is then used to write the C code. (Figure 11.1)
There are two main branches to the program, standard cleaning and
backwashing the system. Although similar, the function each performs is
different enough to require a separate subroutine, rather than just setting a
variable for a shared subroutine. The flowchart was written to include the
error checking that would take place at each step. It is important that
during operation error checking takes place often, this ensures that the user
is not placed in danger. This could be from exposure to UV light if they open
up the system while in operation, or from contaminated water passing
through the system without being purified.
The program also keeps track of the amount of water that has been filtered.
This is needed to ensure that backwashing is performed often enough. The
counter is then be reset once enough backwashing has occurred.
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MAIN

Clean

Backwash

No open panel check
Tank level check
Turn on UV
Check UV

No open panel check
Tank level check

Any errors?

Check
backwash
counter

Turn on
Backwash
light

Any errors?

Open top valve
Set lower valve to normal

Open top valve
Set lower valve to backwash

Loop till tank
empty and no error
occured

Loop till tank
empty and no error
occured

Tank empty?

Read flow rate
Set pump speed

Read flow rate
Set pump speed (full)

Increase amount
filtered counter

Has the user
pressed stop?

Perform error
checks

Has the user
pressed stop?

Perform error
checks

Turn off pump
Close top valve

Turn off pump
Turn off UV
Close valve

Figure 11.1 - Flow chart of program
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Enough
backwashing
occurred?

Reset backwash
counter

11.3 Further Program Development
Using the flow chart the program is written in C code. When possible
separate subroutines are used to simplify program layout, and allow the
standard clean and backwash cycles to access the same subroutines. This
will shorten the amount of code, and keep the program easy to understand
and alter if required.
Appendix Y contains the full program code.

11.4 Timer
An accurate second counter is required that is used to calculate the flow
rate. This is done by using the internal timer in the PIC chip on an interrupt
routine. An interrupt stops whatever the program is currently doing, giving
priority to the interrupt subroutine. By doing this an accurate count can be
maintained no matter what stage the rest of the program is in. Without
having the interrupt routine the counter would be delayed while the
program was executing another instruction. Although this may only slow the
counter by a tiny amount, if this occurs each time the counter should
increase, a larger error can quickly accumulate. The flow rate calculation is
vital, therefore every effort is made to ensure accuracy.

11.5 Main Loop
The main loop of the program is a simple waiting loop. This waits until the
user presses a button on the front panel. It also monitors the battery status
to turn on or off the low battery light.

11.6 Cleaning Function
The cleaning function begins by performing checks and turning on the UV
light. The initial checks ensure the access panel is closed to shield the user
from possible UV exposure. Before turning on the UV light a check is
performed to ensure water has been placed in the top tank. This prevents
the UV light being turned on for no reason, wasting battery power and
lowering the life expectancy of the bulb. If no errors are recorded, the main
valve is opened, and the backwash valve set correctly for a standard clean.
The main cleaning loop continually updates the flow rate, and calls a
subroutine to set the correct motor speed for this flow rate. An error check
takes place every 50 of these loops, this is over 1 check per second,
ensuring that the water is fully cleaned, and no danger to the user is
present.
If the top tank is empty, or an error occurs the system shuts down. The
pump is turned off, the main valve is closed, and the UV light is turned off.
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11.7 Backwash Function
The backwash function is similar to the cleaning function. The UV light
however is not turned on, and the flow rate is higher.

11.8 Flow rate control
The main task of the program is to calculate the motor speed. This requires
the program to analyse the current flow rate, increasing or decreasing the
pump speed to match the desired flow rate. To do this the program uses PI
(Proportional and Integration) control. This is the most common form of
closed loop system control used in industry.
Appendix X describes the development of this controller using an Excel
simulation.
The simulation shows the initial values are the proportional constant as 0.4,
and the integral constant as 0.6. The response time is calculated as around
2 - 3 seconds from zero flow to normal flow, with a negligible overshoot.
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Figure 11.2 - Simulation with selected constants

11.9 Motor Output
Once the correct motor speed has been determined from the PI subroutine
the motor must be controlled to run at this speed. This is achieved using
pulse width modulation (PWM).
Pulse width modulation is used to control motors by sending a digital signal
that changes the length of time the motor is switched on and off. This
switching takes place very quickly, resulting in an average power sent to the
motor. 1 cycle has a high and low time, the ratio between these
determining the value sent by the device (Figure 11.3).
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Voltage
Time high

Time low

Time
1
Figure 11.3 - Pulse Width Modulation

The speed of the motor is controlled by the percentage of high time to low
time. If the motor control circuitry is setup to use 100% as maximum speed
and 0% as off, it is simple for the program to control the motor.

Time
Figure 11.4 - PWM at 50%

Time
Figure 11.5 - PWM at 75%

11.10

Final Program Code

The final program code is given in Appendix Y. Comments are added to
allow ease of reading and program editing.
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12

Structural Design [RyC]

12.1 Introduction
The components in the system must be housed in a case to both secure
them while in transport and use, and also to protect the user while the
system is in operation. The UV light in particular can be harmful to humans
if they are exposed. The components must be mounted in such a way they
can be accessed for basic maintenance, yet be securely attached so they do
not come loose. A basic design specification for the housing is given:
• Minimal cost to fulfil other requirements
• Able to withstand transport and everyday use without serious
maintenance
• Collapsible design
• Use gravity to aid water flow whenever possible
• One main unit to contain all sanitation components
The design should balance cost with structural strength. It is important that
the device is structurally sound, and can withstand both transport and the
expected impacts of daily use. This can, however, be achieved for a low
cost, or be very expensive. This depends on the design, the materials used
and the method of construction. Where possible the design should be simple
and use low cost materials and construction techniques.
A key advantage of this device would be the ability to be packed away when
not in use or for transport. This would reduce the size of the device when
not in use, and would lower storage costs.
As power is the limiting factor in the purification cycle the design should
have the untreated water raised above the filtration system.
The housing for the components is custom designed using CAD software. The
components are modelled first (e.g. the motor, Figure 12.1), allowing the
casing to be designed around the known sizes. Other requirements of the
design include allowing space for piping, securing the electronics from
possible water leaks and giving access for wires to any tanks.
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Figure 12.1 - Motor
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12.2 Design Concepts
12.2.1
Two Tank Concepts
One possible design for the system uses two tanks, one for untreated water
and one for purified water. The purification unit would be between the
tanks, ideally having the untreated water on top of the purification unit,
with the clean tank below. This would utilise gravity best. The tanks should
be different sizes, allowing them to be stacked inside each other.
12.2.1.1
Concept 1
The design has a small top tank for contaminated water, and a larger lower
tank. This allows the user to store water for longer periods. (Figure 12.2)

Figure 12.2

The lower tank requires reinforcement using a frame inside the tank. The
material used for this frame must be carefully chosen as not to react with
and contaminate the water. Problems are also caused with joining the frame
to the tank. The joints must be watertight and not cause damage to the
tank. The tank lid would also require strengthening, as the weight of the top
tank when full, as well as the filtration unit would be on the lid.
The material most suitable for this would be aluminium. It forms an
aluminium oxide coating in air, preventing it from reacting with the water
when the tank is full. It is also relatively lightweight for its strength.
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Aluminium, however, can be more expensive, and can be more difficult to
join than other materials. It can be riveted, however the rivets would
compromise the tank, and require sealant to be applied.
With this design the top tank and filtration unit would be placed inside the
lower tank for transport or storage. The addition of the frame has the
additional bonus of providing extra strength while the unit is boxed.
12.2.1.2
Concept 2
This concept removes the need to reinforce the lower tank by adding legs to
the centre filtration unit. These legs will also support the weight of the top
tank. The legs are removable to allow the top tank and centre unit to be
placed inside the lower tank.

Figure 12.3
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Figure 12.4
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12.2.2
Single Tank Concepts
Having only one tank lowers the overall cost and size of the unit
significantly. It also makes the device safer – having a long term water
storage capability gives the possibility of bacteria or other contaminants
entering the lower tank. The filtration techniques used have no lasting
purifying effect - the user should use the water within a short period, rather
than allowing it to sit unused. The two tank concepts also place the lower
tank on the floor making it harder to access the water. A tap must be placed
at a certain level in the tank, however this will make the lowest area of the
tank collect water without the user being able to access it.
12.2.2.1
Concept 3
This concept is designed to be placed on a work surface or table. The top
tank allows around 60 litres of water to be stored for purification. The
filtration unit can be placed inside the top tank for storage and transport.
The front panel has two outlets: one for clean water, and one for
backwashing waste water. This concept however requires the user to place
the unit on a raised surface. This could be a problem if no suitable platform
is available, or due to the weight of the unit when the top tank is full.

Figure 12.5
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12.2.2.2
Concept 4
This design is similar to concept 3, however adds legs to the filtration unit.
This gives the unit much greater flexibility. The user can place a water
container under the outlet, without requiring the unit to be setup on a
raised platform. This should allow operation in most situations.

Figure 12.6

12.3 Design Development
Concept 4 is the design developed further. Although concept 3 would be
cheaper, the addition of the legs is not a significant cost increase, yet
greatly increases the flexibility of the unit, allowing use without setting up a
raised platform.
The two tank concepts appear too expensive for the primary market of
Rwanda. The lower tank adds a significant cost, both in the tank itself, and
in the additional problems that require solving. It is also possible to use
Concept 4 in a two tank setup. A pipe can be attached to the clean outlet
and fed into a tank that is placed under the unit.
12.3.1
Electronics Box
A box is required to hold the batteries, the PIC circuit board, and the other
electronics used by the system. This is a simple plastic box that is splash
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proof, yet allows holes to be drilled for wiring access. This box is a MB5 box,
purchased from Maplin Electronics, costing £2.55 (purchase of 100+ units). It
is manufactured from ABS plastic and measures 150x100x60. The box comes
with a lid that is secured using the supplied screws.
12.3.2
Water Tank
The water tank size is dependant on the known filtration equipment sizes,
and the desired amount of water that can be held in the top tank. The
length of the system is governed by the UV filter, approximately 46cm long.
The top tank is large enough to store the filtration unit, legs, and the solar
panel also. The tank used is supplied by watertanks.com. (Table X for
details). The lid for this tank is supplied by the same company, costing
£16.60.
Table 12.1

Detail
Colour:
Capacity:
Length:
Width:
Height:
Weight:
Cost:

Given data
White
20 Gallons
24”
18”
12”
12 Lbs
$79.57

Metric conversion
75.71 Litres
610 mm
454 mm
305 mm
5.44 Kg
£46.07

The tank requires holes to be drilled for the inlet hole to the filtration unit,
and for the tank level sensor to be connected to the controller.

12.3.3

Filtration Unit

12.3.3.1
Frame
The filtration unit is a simple box structure. This keeps both material and
manufacture costs lower than a complicated design. Using a frame that is
covered in sheet material is easy to manufacture, requiring only basic tools
and expertise. Procedures such as casting would be expensive for a batch
produced item, while machining parts from solid block of material, for
example on a CNC mill, is wasteful, expensive, and time consuming.
The frame of the unit is 30mm galvanised square steel. This is welded
together, using resistance welding or arc welding. The wall thickness is
2mm.
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The total length of 30mm square tube used is 4 meters. With additional
material for wastage, the total cost of the frame material is £23. This is
purchased from RS.
Little machining is initially required on the steel tubes, they are cut to
length and edges smoothed. Holes are required on the upright members these are for the pins locking the legs in place. Other holes can be drilled
later for the panels to be rived on, this is performed while the panel is being
attached.

12.3.3.2
Filtration System Layout
The known components of the system are added, with a base of sheet metal
for them to be placed on.
The flexible piping used to connect the components allows the layout to be
more adaptable. The layout of the component is intended to evenly
distribute the weight. The pump is placed in the middle, with the UV light
one side and the KDF filter the other. Evenly distributing the weight makes
transport easier, and should make the system more stable in operation. A
more compact system is possible, however would save only a small amount
of money, and would result in a less balanced unit.
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Figure 12.7
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Each component in the system is attached to the base using rivets. Although
not the strongest method of joining, rivets are simple and cheap. The
components are secure inside the case, and do not require a particularly
strong joint.
12.3.3.3
Shell
The filtration unit is covered with 2mm aluminium sheet. This is riveted to
the frame, pre drilled while the panel is held in place using clamps, then
riveted. The top panel is not riveted, but held in place using countersunk
screws. The top panel is pre drilled for these screws, then a thread made
into the steel frame. This provides access to the components in this system.
This does not have to take place on a regular basis, allowing the panel to be
held with a semi permanent fixture, rather than, for example, a hinged
access panel. The top panel also has holes drilled to allow the tank to be
secured. Small feet are added to the base of the tank that sit into these
holes. This stops the tank from being knocked out of position, and ensures
the system is assembled correctly.

Figure 12.8

The 2mm aluminium sheet is purchased from RS. A total of 860000mm2 is
used, when addition is made for waste. This costs £27.31 in raw material.
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12.3.4
Custom Parts
Some parts of the system can not be purchased and must be custom
manufactured.
12.3.4.1
Inlet
The inlet to the filtration unit is custom designed to attach into the tank.
This could also be suitable to have a small filter within the tube. The inlet is
held in place by a bar of aluminium that attaches to the steel frame. The
inlet passes through a hole in the top panel and the bottom of the tank. It is
manufactured from polypropylene.

Figure 12.9
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12.3.4.2
Outlets
The outlets for clean water and backwash waste allow piping to connect to
at the front of the unit. Without these the piping would be loose outside the
unit, and could fall into the unit, requiring the user to open the device to
retrieve the pipe. These are manufactured using aluminium. A pre-drilled
bar is bent to 90 degrees and a tube welded to it.

Figure 12.10
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12.3.5
Leg Design
The system is raised off the floor using 4 legs. These attach to the main
filtration unit, yet must be removable for storage and transport. They use
the same square tube as the frame in the main unit, and attach by pushing
into the gap in the square tube. A square bar is permanently attached to the
leg. The bar is 26mm square, fitting into the gap with only minimal
clearance, giving a secure and study fit. The bar will cost £1.50. This is then
locked in place using a pin. The pin is attached to the leg using a short chain
or plastic cord. This should prevent the accidental loss of a pin. These pins
are 40mm length bolts, costing £1.64. The legs are 200m in length, adding
800mm to the required length of tube. This costs an additional £4.

Figure 12.11
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Figure 12.12
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12.3.6
Compacted Unit
The unit is compacted in CAD to ensure it will fit correctly into the tank.
(Figure 12.13). The solar panel is added, to ensure the complete unit will fit
inside the tank. From these CAD drawings expanded polystyrene spacers are
measured. These keep all the components from moving around during
transport. If the components are allowed to move freely, damage could
occur to the tank or the solar panel, rendering the unit useless.

Figure 12.13 – Compacted unit
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12.4 Final Design
The final design is shown in detail in CAD drawings in Appendix AAppendix Z.
Examples with basic sizes and dimensions are shown below.

Figure 12.14

Figure 12.15
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Figure 12.16 - Final product
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12.5 Final Design Weight
Table 12.2 shows the estimated weight of the device.
Table 12.2 – Estimated weights

Item
Tank
Tank lid
Steel
Aluminium
Filter + UV
Fixtures
Electronics + box

Volume

0.000557
0.001712

Density

Total
Mass
5.44
0.43
4.23
4.62
1.5
0.50
0.50
17.23

7600
2700

Total

12.6 Final Structure Costs
Table 12.3 shows the estimated costs of the parts used in the structure.
Discounts are applied where information can be obtained, however further
discounting can be expected on the water tank and lid.
Table 12.3 - Structure costs

Item
Water Tank (24"/18"/12")
Tank lid
Sheet 30mm square bar
Aluminuim 2mm sheet
Steel 26mm square bar
Bag of 100 steel rivets
Aluminium tube for inlet/outlet
Aluminuim bar for inlet
Locking pins
Other fixings
Electronics box
Total

Cost
£46.07
16.6
£27
£27.31
£1.50
£1.19
£0.80
£0.30
£0.76
£2.57
£2.55
£126.65
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13

Discussion

13.1 Commercial Considerations [AG]
The STAARR water filtration unit will cost £344 (see Appendix AA for
detailed budget). In one year the filter can produce 65,700 litres of water.
The filter is able to run for two years before the KDF filter needs to be
replaced. This means for the first two years the cost of water is 0.25 pence
per litre. This compares favourably to other products on the market. Both
SODIS and pasteurisation are cheaper per litre but are impractical for
medium and large scale operations. Sand filtration is also cheaper, but takes
a long time to set up, is not portable, takes longer to filter water and is not
suitable for small and medium scale operations. Using chlorine or iodine
tablets to clean water does not eliminate chemicals and heavy metals from
the water, alters the taste of the water and costs 4 pence per litre46. It can
also require specialist handling of the chemicals and precise measures to
ensure the water is correctly treated.
Manufacturing costs will be reduced by making the individual modules in the
UK, then shipping them out to Rwanda where the whole unit is to be
assembled. By designing for manufacture, this is a very simple task and can
be carried out by unskilled labourers. This will significantly reduce the
assembly costs as the average wage is £122 per year in Rwanda47 and the
minimum wage in the UK is £191.90 per week before tax48.
The STAARR filtration system does have a relatively high initial cost however
over the course of its working life will require few extra expenses and will
continue to filter water to the same high standard for 40 people. As the
STAARR unit will be sold to charitable organisations, as well as Rwandans,
there are tax breaks and grants available that will reduce the overall cost of
the machine.
The STAARR filtration system could also be used as part of a disaster relief
effort. Normally in emergencies small hand pumped filters are shipped out
along with bottled water. A quotation from ACS Air Freight puts the cost of
transporting 65,700kg of water from London to Kigali at $150,000 to
$170,000. This is significantly more expensive than transporting the STAARR
water filtration unit. With the addition of a 3 to 5 micron post-KDF filter
(see page 27) the STAARR filtration unit would be able to purify any source
of water. This would be a much cheaper way to ensure people stranded by a
natural disaster are able to produce their own clean drinking water rather
then relying on aid agencies to provide them with bottled water. As people

46

http://www.sportswarehouse.co.uk/cgibin/rs000001.pl?SOURCE=froogle.co.uk&DESTINATION=Chlorine_Water_Purification_Tablets.
html&PATH=..%2Facatalog%2F&BASEURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sportswarehouse.co.uk%2Fac
atalog%2F
47
http://www.vso.org.uk/thecoffeeproject/pdfs/cfr_facilitators.ppt Slide 16
48
http://www.dti.gov.uk/er/nmw/
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group together after disasters it would be easy to distribute the units to
groups.

Cost/Litre vs Day for Different Methods
5
4.5
4
Cost/Litre

3.5
3

STAARR
Solar Still
Bottled Water

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

20

40

60

80

Day
Figure 13.1 - Cost comparison with competitors [TM]

Despite the initial high capital cost, STAARR becomes cheaper on a cost per
litre basis than bottled water within 4 days. It has a lower initial cost than a
similar sized solar still, and due to its much greater output also achieves a
much lower cost per litre.

13.2 Appropriate Technology [AC] & [TM]
The term ‘appropriate technology’ is generally used to question high
technology or excessive mechanisation, human displacement, resource
depletion or increased pollution. STAARR results in no resource depletion or
pollution, as it runs totally from sustainable power sources. Human
displacement may be reduced as it eliminates the need for searching for a
safe water source. Instead it can be placed at a population centre where
water can be purified quickly and easily for a substantial number of people
at point-of-use. The system suits the traditional social structures of the
developing world, based around a strong family unit or community group.
Admittedly, solar panels and ultraviolet sterilisation equipment are not
commonly available in Rwanda. Many other existing purification systems
require a distribution network – chemical tablets or bottled water must be
regularly supplied, and the municipal system requires a complex piping
infrastructure to be installed. Compared to these considerations, the
difficulty to supply (and replace) a few components is fairly insubstantial in
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comparison to implementing a whole new infrastructure that may have to
span vast areas in order to reach the desired location, or the need to
constantly distribute new bottled water/sterilisation tablets. The time spent
distributing could be spent on supplying new areas with a supply of water
that is sustainable and will not require constant assistance on behalf of a
third party.

13.3 STAARR’s Advantages [AC] & [TM]
The STAARR system has significant advantages over the other techniques
discussed on page 10. All harmful products are removed: both biological
pathogens and harmful chemicals contained within the water, while
allowing chemicals that have positive health benefits over long term use to
pass through undisturbed. This not only allows us to provide safe drinking
water, but also can help towards increasing the standard of living in remote
parts of Rwanda through increased nutrient intake.
According to the WHO it is essential for a person performing manual work in
a warm climate to consume at least 4.5 litres of water a day, which would
allow the STAARR filtration unit to supply 40 people with clean drinking
water. The volume of 180 litres produced is far in excess of the capabilities
of existing solar systems (SODIS/solar stills/solar powered pasteurisation).
Although the unit has a relatively expensive initial cost, it has the ability to
constantly supply a minimum of 40 people giving it a low cost per person. It
would be ideal to be used for groups of this size – for example in small
villages or significant public buildings (offices, schools etc.).
The design is also highly flexible; by using an external (non-renewable)
power source and the addition of a small transformer the STAARR system
could run indefinitely. It could then output roughly 4300 litres a day, turning
it from a small scale system for a family into an aid relief tool capable of
providing water for a thousand people. Multiple solar panels can be
connected in parallel to the device, which would effectively multiply the
output with respect to the number of solar panels. This would increase the
cost by £44 per panel.
Other systems such as solar stills/SODIS would require many units, as
discussed on page 12, to produce the same amount of water. By comparison
STAARR is compact and portable (it will weigh between 16kg and 18kg and
measures 0.6m x 0.46m x 0.3 m). This allows it to be used in many different
areas, and due to its versatile nature it can be employed throughout the
region.
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14

Conclusions [RoC] & [TM]

The STAARR water purification system is capable of receiving 180 litres of
contaminated water each day and converting it into safe drinking water by
removing harmful chemicals, bacteria and viruses. The system is powered
entirely by solar energy which, in Rwanda, has significant advantages over
alternative renewable energy sources.
The system can supply water for 40 people based on the default
configuration. By adding additional solar panels, the output of the device
can be increased significantly for a relatively small capital outlay. To
purchase, the STAARR water purification system costs only £8.60 per person
for the 40-person set up, or just £4.85 each for the 80-person version (with
additional solar panel).
The STAARR water purification system meets the “triple bottom line” of
sustainable development. The design complements existing social structures
within the developing world by providing a communal source of water that
can be shared by large family or community groups. The device is
completely renewably powered, hence meeting the environment aspect of
the bottom line. The low cost, compared to alternative solutions to the
water problem, ensures that the STAARR water purification system meets
the economy criteria.
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Appendices

Appendix A
[TM]

Ultraviolet Light Intensity Calculation

Flow rate = 3 litres/min = 3000cm³/min = 50cm³/sec
Cross-sectional area
= area of outer diameter – area of inner diameter
2
= πr2 – πr12 = π.(2.5)2 – π.(1.75)2
= 19.635 – 9.621 = 10.01cm3
Length of exposed lamp = 35.6cm
Volume = Length x CS. Area = 35.6 * 10.01 = 356.5cm3
Exposure time = Volume of water / Volume per second = 356.5 / 50 = 7.13
seconds
% Length of lamp exposed = 35.6 / 42.0 = 84.8%
Output of lamp (Rated, 100hrs) = 4.8W
Output of lamp (Rated, 8000hrs) = 4.8 * 0.8 = 3.84W
Output of exposed length of lamp
= 3.84 * 0.848 = 3.26W
UV Transmission rate of Quartz lamp (254.7nm)
= 85%49

Figure 1: UV Transmittance through quartz tubing
Output (8000hrs) through quartz tubing = 3.84 * 0.85 = 2.77W
Radius of surface of the quartz sleeve = 17.5mm
Area of exposure = πr22l = π.(1.75)2.(35.6) = 342.51cm2
Exposure = UV Transmitted / Area of exposure = 2.77 / 342.51
0.008087W/cm3
8087µW/cm3

49

=

Taken from http://www.enterpriseq.co.uk/datasheets/datasheets_pdf/Tubing%20GE214%20Clear%20Fused%20Quartz5.pdf
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=

W/cm3 at inner diameter = 8087µW/cm3
W/cm3 at 10mm
=0
W/cm3 at outer radius of sleeve = W/cm3 at 7.5mm (assuming linear
relationship)
= 7591 * 0.25 = 2022 µW/cm3
C.S. Area at 7.5mm (r = 17.5 + 7.5 = 25mm) from quartz
= πr2l = π.(2.5)2.(35.6) = 699.0cm3
W/cm3 at outer radius of sleeve = W/cm3 at 7.5mm (assuming linear
relationship) * (old area / new area)
= 7591 * 0.25 * (342.5 / 699.0) = 991µW/cm3
Average exposure (1 second) = (8087 + 991) / 2 = 4539µW/cm3
Average exposure = (Exposure/second).(time in sleeve)
= (4539).(7.13) = 32,363.07µW/cm3
Table 1: Factor of safety for some common water-borne pathogens at
given UV exposure
Organism

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Salmonella typhosa (Typhoid)
Shigella Dysentriae (Dysentry)
Hepatitis Virus
Polio Virus
Rotavirus (causes
gastroenteritis)
Vibrio cholerae (Cholera)
Bacteriophages (e.g. E.coli)

50

Dosage
required for 99.9%
destruction50
(µW/cm3)
10,000
6,000
4,200
8,000
6,000
24,000
6,500
6,600

Factor of
safety
3.24
5.39
7.70
4.05
5.39
1.35
4.98
4.90

http://www.wyckomaruv.com/PDFs/Ultraviolet%20Sterilization%20Technology.pdf, P6
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Appendix B

Power Factor Correction [TM]
IL = 0.305A
VB = 120V
VL = 55V
VB / VL = IL / IB
120 / 55 = 0.305 / IB
IB = 0.305 . (55/120) =
0.14A
Plamp = 15W
Pinput = 21W

Figure 1: Circuit diagram (including capacitor)

Power Factor (Ballast) =
0.58

Lamp
P = IL2R
15 = (0.305)2.R
RL = 161.25Ω
Ballast
Pinput = 21W (real)
Pout = 15W
PB = 21-15 = 6W
V = 120V
P = IBV = IB2Z
Z = P/IB2 = 6/(0.14)2 = 306.52Ω
XB = 306.52 Sin (Cos-1 Φ)
XB = 249.69VAr

Figure 2: Ballast Power Triangle

RB = 306.52 Cos (Cos-1 Φ)
RB = 177.78 VA

Sinitial = 15 + [6 / Cos Φ] = 15 + [6 / 0.58] = 25.35W - Without correction
25.35W apparent power must be applied to the ballast.
Power correction:
XC = XL = 249.69Ω
XC = 1/ωC = 249.69
1 / (2.П.60).C
= 249.69
1 / 376.99C = 249.69
1/C = 94130.9
C = 0.000010623
C = 10.623µF
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Correction (cont.): Taking 11µF or 10µF
XB = XL – XC
RB = 177.78
XL = 249.69
XC = 1/ωC = 1/2ПfC
10µF: 1/120ПC = 1/0.0038 = 265.26
11µF: 1/120ПC = 1/0.0041 = 241.14
11µF

- Choose

XB = XL – XC = 249.69 – 241.14 = 8.55Ω
ZB = √(RB2 + XB2) = √(8.552 + 177.782) =
177.98
ΦB = tan-1 (8.55/177.98) = 2.75° (lagging)
Cos (2.75) = 21/Sballast
Sinitial = 15 + [6 / Cos (2.75)] = 21.01W
µBallast = 25.35
improvement

/

21.007

=

+20.67%
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Figure
3:
Calculation

New

Power

Factor

Appendix C

Plastic sheath [TM]

Figure 15.1 - Part 1
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Figure 15.2 - Part 2
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Appendix D

GE 15W Lamp Spec Sheet [TM]
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Appendix E

Rubber Seal Quote [TM]
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Appendix F

Ballast Specification [TM]
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Appendix G

Starter Specification [TM]
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Appendix H

Capacitor Quote [TM]
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Appendix I

Fluorescent Lamp Mounting [TM]
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Appendix J

Quartz Quote [TM]
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Appendix K

KDF Calculations [AG]

From http://www.kdfft.com/images/pou.pdf Page 4
4 pounds is needed for a flow rate of 2.50 Gallons per Minute for 95%
reduction

1Pound = 0.454 Kg
1Gallon = 3.785l
1.816kg cleans 9.4625lpm
Therefore
0.192kg is needed to clean 1lpm
Therefore
0.576kg is needed to clean 3lpm
Factor of Safety = 1.5
We are using 0.864 kg of KDF 55 media
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Appendix L

Hose [AG]
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Appendix M

Fiamma Water Pump [AG]
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Appendix N

Flow Rate Calculations [AG]

Flow.rate = 3lpm
Diameter = 12mm
Length = 1m
InitialHead Max = 0.42m
InitialHead Min = 0.20m

Volumetric Flow Rate
3 × 0.001
Q=
60
3
Q = 5 × 10 −5 m
s
Mean Velocity
5 × 10 −5
Q
=
πr 2 π × 0.006 2
2
U = 0.442 m
s

U=

Reynolds Number
ud 0.442 × 0.012
Re =
=
υ
1.1× 10 − 6
Re = 4821.8
The pipe flow is fully turbulent as Re>4000.
Assume k (surface roughness coefficient) = 0.0015mm

k 0.0015
=
= 0.000125
d
12
From the Moody Diagram

f = 0.0093
Using the Darcy Formula to find the head loss due to friction
L u m2
1 0.442 2
= 4 × 0.0093
d 2g
0.012 2 × 9.81
h f = 0.028m

hf = 4 f
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Inlet Head Loss
u m2
0.442 2
hi = 0.5
= 0 .5
2g
2 × 9.81
hi = 4.98 × 10 −3 m

Head loss due to the KDF filter

∆P = 13789.5Pa
Since
∆P = ρg∆H
13789.5
∆P
H KDF =
=
ρg 1000 × 9.81
H KDF = 1.41m
Total head loss before pump

H lMin = 1.41 + 0.00498 + 0.028 − 0.42
H lMin = 1.023m
H lMin = 1.41 + 0.00498 + 0.028 − 0.2
H lMax = 1.243m
The Fiamma Aqua 8 can pump water a 10 lpm and to a head of over 3m. As
there are no Flow rate vs head diagrams it is impossible to tell the exact
operating point of the machine however this would seem ample for the
standard operating conditions of 3lpm overcoming a maximum head loss of
1.243m.
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Appendix O

Air Freight Quote [AG]

Dear Alex,
Further to our conversation yesterday evening, I have had a look at our recent quotations to
the area of Rwanda and here is a price that we could indicate:

Aircraft : DC-10
Route : MSE(Manston) - KGL(Kigali)
Cargo : Bottled Water
Payload: 65 Tons max payload
Dims : TBC
Date : Indication
Price : $150,000 - $170,000 usd all inclusive of airport handling, landing, take off. This price
excludes any royalties if applicable.

Terms and Conditions
Subject to Loadability.
Price excludes royalties and non-objection fees and WRI if applicable.
Price offered subject to aircraft availability at time of confirmation.
Flight subject to traffic rights and possible fuel price escalations.
Price excludes all customs, documentation, warehouse, 512B, and ramp transfer charges.
Price excludes all additional special loading equipment / crane hire if needed.
Quotation subject to contract.
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Appendix P

Power Components [RoC]

SolarMAX Solar Laptop Charger Amorphous 13W
Output power at 'standard' conditions 13W
Estimated output power in Rwanda 5.03W
Output voltage 12V
Price per unit £99
Bulk price per unit (100 units) £44
Uniross RB102222 AA 2000mAh NiMH Batteries x10 (in
series)
Nominal capacity 2Ah
Voltage 12V
Coulometric efficiency ~66%
Recommended charge 7 hours @ 400mA
Price per unit £12.43
Cable: Battery to water pump (2-core mains cable)
Length 1m
Current rating 3A
Connections Unterminated
Price per unit £0.29
Bulk price per unit (100 units) £0.12
Cable: Battery to inverter (2-core cable with cigar lighter
receptacle - 'Adapt-It 4')
Length 0.5m
Connections
Price per unit

End 1: unterminated
End 2: 12V cigar
lighter socket
£3.25

Cable: Inverter to UV lamp (3-core cable with 3-pin plug '70401000183')
Length 1.83m
Current rating 10A
Voltage rating 125V
Connections
Price per unit

End 1: unterminated
End 2: 3-pin North
American plug
£3.07

Power Bright PB175 Inverter
Continuous power 75W
Peak power 150W
Input DC voltage 10-15V
Output AC voltage 106-128V
Output AC frequency 57-63Hz
Efficiency >90%
Price per unit £13.16
Bulk price per unit (100 units) £7.50
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Appendix Q

Inverter Spec Sheet [RoC]
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Appendix R

Float Switches [AC]
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Appendix S

Wire-wound Potentiometer [AC]
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Appendix T

UV LDR Data Sheet [AC]
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Appendix U

PIC Chip [SA]
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Appendix V

PIC Chip Sensor Array [SA]
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Appendix W

Sample and Hold Array Transducers [SA]
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Appendix X

PI controller constants [RyC]

A solely proportional controller has a high overshoot and a long settling
time, both of which can be minimised using the correct gain value. A
proportional controller will also have a steady state error, which can result
in a flow rate that is substantially different to the desired flow rate. Figure
15.3 shows a simulation with various values of gain used, however in all
cases a large steady state error is observed. To move the steady state value
nearer to the desired value would cause too large an overshoot, or make the
system unstable.
Table 15.1 - Excel file for proportional controller

Proportional constant

0.2

Desired Flow rate

400

Current Flow rate
0
=E8
=E9
=E10

Error
=D$4-C8
=D$4-C9
=D$4-C10
=D$4-C11

Output
=D8*D$2
=D9*D$2
=D10*D$2
=D11*D$2

450

400

350

300

P = 0.2
P = 0.4
P = 0.6
P = 0.8
Desired

250

200

150

100

50

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

Figure 15.3 - Steady state error in Proportional control
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30

35

An Integral Controller will have a higher overshoot, however does not have a
steady state error. Using both a proportional and integral component in the
controller results in a fast response and has no steady state error. An
overshoot may still occur, however by adjusting the gain values can be
minimised. The system uses multiplying constants to set the impact of the
proportional and integral parts of the feedback.
A spreadsheet is used to examine the effects of changing the constants used
in the controller. The simulation modelled a PI controller, with a delay of 2
seconds between action and response. This basic model cannot be
completely accurate, however it can predict basic behaviour and help
determine approximate constants, allowing initial testing to finely adjust
these values. Figure 15.4 and Figure 15.5 show the system with various
constants for P and I used. Table 15.2 shows the spreadsheet used.

Table 15.2 - Full controller excel simulation

Prop constant
Int constant
Desired
rate
Max
flowrate

0.4
0.6

Flow
4000
pump
8000

Current Flowrate

Error

0
=D8
=D9
=D10
=D11
=D12

=$C$4-B10
=$C$4-B11
=$C$4-B12
=$C$4-B13
=$C$4-B14
=$C$4-B15

Output
0
0
=C10*$C$1
=E10+C11*$C$1
=E11+C12*$C$1
=E12+C13*$C$1
=E13+C14*$C$1
=E14+C15*$C$1
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Intergral
0
0
=E9+ (D10-E9)*$C$2
=E10+ (D11-E10)*$C$2
=E11+ (D12-E11)*$C$2
=E12+ (D13-E12)*$C$2
=E13+ (D14-E13)*$C$2
=E14+ (D15-E14)*$C$2

Pump Output %

=C10/$C$5*100
=C11/$C$5*100
=C12/$C$5*100
=C13/$C$5*100
=C14/$C$5*100
=C15/$C$5*100

7000

6000

5000

4000

P=
P=
P=
P=

3000

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

2000

1000

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

Figure 15.4 - Simulation with I = 0.4

8000

7000

6000

5000
I = 0.2
I = 0.4
I = 0.6
I = 0.8

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0
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20
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35

40

Figure 15.5 - Simulation with P = 0.5

Serious problems can occur if these constants are not set correctly. Figure
15.6 shows examples of incorrect settings and the results. . Incorrect
settings could cause the system to become unstable (red graph), too high an
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overshoot could allow contaminants to pass through the filter and UV light
(green graph), the system response could be too slow (purple graph).
8000

7000

6000

5000
I = 0.8, P = 0.8
I = 0.1, P = 0.1
I = 0.5, P = 0.9

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Figure 15.6 - Problems with incorrect constants
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Appendix Y

Full C program code [RyC]

/*Program for PIC chip.*/
/*declare variables*/
long a,
float tankarea, flowrate, time, currenttime, oldtime,
tankchange, newtanklevel, oldtanklevel, wantedflowrate,
proportionalconstant, intergralconstant, maxpumpflowrate,
flowrateerror, wantedflowrate, newoutput, oldintergral,
newintergral, pumpoutput, amountfiltered,
short panelerror, panelopenlight, systemerror, uverror, uverrorlight
batterydrainedled, uvlight, panel,

#INT_RTCC
/*Interrupt procedure on the clock to count time accurately*/
clock_isr()
{
currenttime = currenttime + 0.0132;
/*1 second every 76 times*/
}
main()
{
setup_timer_0( RTCC_INTERNAL | RTCC_DIV_256 );
set_timer0(0);
enable_interrupts(INT_RTCC);
enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);

/*Enable interupts using timer0*/
/* to keep accurate time*/

currenttime = 0;
tankarea = 0.2408;
backwashlimit = 650;

/*Setup variables*/

while(1)
{

/*Wait until the user presses a button*/

if( cleanswitch = 1 ) clean();
if( backwashswitch = 1 ) backwash();
if (a=500000)
{
batterylevel();
a=0;

/*Check the battery level occasionally*/

if (amountfilted > backwashlimit)
{
backwashlight = 1;
needsbackwash = 1;
}

/*Check to see if it requires backwash*/
/*Yes – tell user*/

}
a++
}
}
clean()
{

/*Do a standard cleaning cycle*/

panelcheck();
tanklevels();
tankcheck();
enableuv();
uvlevel();
uvcheck();

/*Perform checks*/

if(systemerror=0 && needsbackwash = 0)
{
mainvalveopen();
backwashvalveopen();
a=0;

/*If no errors, and backwash*/
/*not required, continue*/
/*Open the main top valve*/
/*Set backwash valve correctly*/
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while(toptanklevel > 0 && systemerror = 0)

/*Loop

until

top

tank

is

empty

and*/
{
wantedflowrate = 70;
stopcheck();
readflowrate();
pumpspeed();

/*no error has occured*/
/*Set wanted flow rate*/
/*Has the user pressed the stop button*/
/*Check flow rate*/
/*Set the motor speed*/

if( a=50 )

/*Perform

an

error

check

every

50

cycles*/
{
a=0;
panelcheck();
tankcheck();
uvcheck();
batterylevel();
}
a++;
}
wantedflowrate = 0;
mainvlaveclose();
disableuv();

/*Turn off motor*/
/*Close the main valve*/
/*Turn off UV*/

}
}
backwash()
{

/*Backwash cycle*/

tanklevels();
tankcheck();
if(systemerror=0)
{
mainvalveopen();
backwashvalveclosed();

/*If no errors, then continue*/
/*Open the main top valve*/
/*Set backwash valve correctly*/

a=0;
while(toptanklevel > 0 && systemerror
{
wantedflowrate = 140;
stopcheck();
readflowrate();
pumpspeed();
if( a=50 )

= 0)

/*Loop until top tank is*/
/*empty and no error*/
/*Set wanted flow rate*/
/*Has the user pressed the stop button*/
/*Check flow rate*/
/*Set the motor speed*/
/*Perform

an

error

check

cycles*/
{
a=0;
panelcheck();
tankcheck();
batterylevel();
}
a++;
}
wantedflowrate = 0;
/*Turn off motor*/
mainvlaveclose();
/*Close the main valve*/
needsbackwash = 0;
/*Reset backwash counters*/
totalamountfiltered = totalamountfiltered + amountfiltered;
amountfiltered = 0;
}
}
panelcheck()
{
panel = panalmicroswitch;
if (panel == 0)
{
systemerror = 1;
}
else
{

/*Check panel is closed*/
/*Check microswitch on panel*/
/*Panel open*/

/*Both closed*/
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every

50

systemerror = 0;
}
uvlevel()
{
uvlevel = uvmeterreading;
}

/*Check UV LDR*/

uvcheck()
{
if (uvlevel < uvminlevel)
{
uverror = 1;
uverrorlight = 1;
systemerror = 1;
}
else
{
uverror = 0;
uverrorlight = 0;
systemerror = 0;
}
}

/*Check UV level is high enough*/
/*Level too low*/

/*Level ok*/

batterylevel()
{
batterylevel = [reading];

/*Read battery level*/

if (batterylevel<5)
{
batterydrainedled = 1;
systemerror = 1;
}
else
{
batterydrainedled = 0;
systemerror = 0;
}
}
enableuv()
{
if panelerror = 0
{
a = 0;
b = 0;
uvlight = 1;
while (b != 1)
{
uvlevel();
if (uvlevel > 0) b = 1;
a = a + 1;
delay(1);
if (a = 10)
{
uverror = 1;
uverrorlight = 1;
systemerror = 1;
b = 1;
}
}
}

/*Turn on UV light*/
/*Check no panels are open*/

/*Enable UV*/
/*Check light has come on*/
/*Read uv level*/
/*Some UV light - lamp working*/
/*Wait 1 second*/
/*Not on in 10 seconds - broken*/

disableuv()
{
uvlight = 0;
}

/*Turn off uv light*/

mainvalveopen()
{
mainvalve = 1;

/*Open the main valve (given */
/*own routine for future alterations*/
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}
mainvalveclose()
{
mainvalve = 0;
}

/*Close the main valve*/

backwashvalveopen()
{
backwashvalve = 1;
}

/*Pump water out of clean outlet*/

backwashvalveclose()
{
backwashvalve = 0;
}

/*Pump backwashing water*/

tanklevels()
{
toptanklevel = tankheightsensor;
(meters)*/
}

/*Set tank levels*/
/*read

tankcheck()
{
if (toptanklevel = 0)
{
systemerror = 1;
}
else
{
systemerror = 0;
}
}

value

from

top

tank

sensor

/*Check tank levels*/
/*Top tank is empty*/

/*Top tank not full*/

readflowrate()
{

/*Check flow rate*/

newtanklevel = toptanklevel;
newtime = currenttime;

/*Get tank level*/
/*Set the time (in case interrupt*/
/*happens during this subrutine)*/

time = (newtime - oldtime);

/*Calculate time elaspsed*/

tankchange = (newtanklevel - oldtanklevel) / time;
flowrate = tankarea * tankchange;

/*Calculate tank change based*/
/*on change in depth over time*/

/*Give flowrate per second */

amountfiltered = amountfiltered + (flowrate * time); /*Add to the amount filtered*/
oldtanklevel = newtanklevel;

/*Set this depth and time for*/
/*the next loop*/

oldtime = newtime;
}

pumpspeed()
{

/*Calculate and set desired pump speed*/

proportionalconstant = 0.4;
intergralconstant = 0.6;
maxpumpflowrate = 140;

/*Set up constants*/

flowrateerror = wantedflowrate - flowrate;
newoutput = oldintergral + ( flowrateerror * proportionalconstant ) ;
newintergral = oldinergral + ( ( newoutput - oldintergral ) * intergralconstant ) ;
pumpoutput = newoutput / maxpumpflowrate * 100;
pwmvalue = pumpoutput;
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/*Pump output percentage speed*/

oldintergral = newintergral;
}
stopcheck()
{

/*Check to see if user has pressed stop*/

if ( stopswitch = 1 )
{
wantedflowrate = 0;
mainvlaveclose();
disableuv();
main();

/*Turn off motor*/
/*Return to main (waiting) loop*/

}
}
/*End program*/
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Appendix Z

Detailed dimensions [RyC]

Part
450mm 30mm square bar
350mm 30mm square bar
200mm 30mm square bar
250mm 30mm square bar
516/416mm aluminium sheet
410/200mm aluminium sheet
516/200mm aluminium sheet
80mm 26mm square bar
30mm 26mm square bar
40mm 10mm square bar
410mm 50mm aluminium bar
100mm 60mm 5mm aluminium
40mm 16mm diameter aluminium
tube

Quantity
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
1
2
2

Figure 15.7 – Frame bars
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Figure 15.8 – Front shell

Figure 15.9 –Top shell
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Figure 15.10 – Outlet front

Figure 15.11 – Outlet side

Figure 15.12 – Inlet support bar top
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Figure 15.13 – Inlet top

Figure 15.14 – Inlet side
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Appendix AA Overall Budget
Component

Cost

UV Light
Germicidal Lamp
Electromagnetic Ballast
Electrical Starter
11µF Capacitor
Fluorescent Lamp Mountings
Quartz Tubing
Plastic Sheath
Rubber Seal
Sub Total

£6.36
£3.69
£0.68
£0.09
£0.58
£13.33
£5.00
£0.04
£29.77

Sub Total

£4.38
£4.99
£0.36
£5.62
£7.26
£52.25
£74.86

Filter and Pump
KDF 55 Filtration Media
Derwent GAC 10 Shell
PVC Hose
Clips for the KDF filter
Interconnectors
Fiamma Aqua 8 Pump

Power Supply
SolarMAX Solar Laptop Charger Amorphous 13W

£44.00

Uniross RB102222 AA 2000mAh NiMH Batteries x10

£12.43

Cable: Battery to water pump (2-core mains cable)
Cable: Battery to inverter (2-core cable with cigar lighter receptacle - 'Adapt-It
4')

£0.12

Cable: Inverter to UV lamp (3-core cable with 3-pin plug - '70401000183')
Power Bright PB175 Inverter
Sub Total

£3.07
£7.50
£70.37

Sensors
Float Switch*2 (CL25C Float Sw Panel)
UV LDR (EPD-150-0)
Pulley (15mm isr)
Nylon Chord
Wire Wound Potentiometer (444804-ZA)
220 Ohms Resistor*2
Silicon Glue
Nylon Float
Valves
Sub Total
Control
ADCs747 8 ADC
AD5300 DAC
DG508A_MIL Multiplexer

£3.25

£7.94
£5.32
£0.32
£0.18
£2.75
£0.72
£0.07
£0.43
£15.96
£33.69

£0.73
£1.70
£2.10
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PIC12CE518 PIC Controller
LM 124 J Op-Amps
VQ1000 J MOSFET
MRS 16 Resistor
C315 Capacitor
PCB Manufacture
Sub Total

£0.72
£0.15
£0.048
£0.041
£0.10
£3.42
£9.01

Sub Total

£46.07
£16.60
£27.00
£27.31
£1.50
£1.19
£0.80
£0.30
£0.76
£2.57
£2.55
£126.65

Total Cost

£344.39

Case
Water Tank (24"/18"/12")
Tank Lid
Sheet 30mm Square Bar
Aluminium 2mm Sheet
Steel 26mm Square Bar
Bag of 100 Steel Rivets
Aluminium Tube
Aluminium Bar
Locking Pins
Other Fixings
Electronics Box
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